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Preface

This volume contains the Proceedings of the First Workshop on Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing (RASLAN 2007), organized
by the the Center of Natural Language Processing at the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University and held on December 14th–16th 2007 in Karlova
Studánka, Kurzovní chata, Jeseníky, Czech Republic.
The RASLAN Workshop is an event dedicated to exchange of information
between research teams working on the projects of computer processing
of Slavonic languages and related areas going on in the Center. RASLAN
is focused on theoretical as well as technical aspects of the project work,
presentations of verified methods are welcomed together with descriptions of
development trends. The workshop also serves as a place for discussion about
new ideas. The intention is to have it as a forum for presentation and discussion
of the latest developments in the the field of language engineering, especially
for undergraduates and postgraduates affiliated to the NLP Center at FI MU.
Topics of the Workshop include (but are not limited to):
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

text corpora and tagging
syntactic parsing
sense disambiguation
machine translation, computer lexicography
semantic networks and ontologies
semantic web
knowledge representation
applied systems and software for NLP

RASLAN 2007 offers a rich program of presentations, short talks, technical
papers and mainly discussions. A total of 14 papers were accepted, contributed
altogether by 17 authors. Our thanks go to the Program Committee members
and we would also like to express our appreciation to all the members of the
Organizing Committee for their tireless efforts in organizing the Workshop and
ensuring its smooth running. In particular, we would like to mention the work
of Pavel Rychlý, Aleš Horák and Dana Hlaváčková. In addition we would like
to thank Dagmar Janoušková who took care of the administrative burden with
great efficiency, and contributed substantially to the detailed preparation of the
conference. The TEXpertise of Petr Sojka resulted in the extremely speedy and
efficient production of the volume which you are now holding in your hands.
Last but not least, the cooperation of Masaryk University as publisher of these
proceedings, and of tribun.eu as printer is gratefully acknowledged.
Brno, November 2007

Karel Pala
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Part I

Morphological and Syntactic
Parsing

DEB Platform Deployment
Current Applications
Aleš Horák and Adam Rambousek
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University Brno
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
halesfi.muni. z, xrambousfi.muni. z
http://deb.fi.muni. z/

Abstract. In this paper, we summarize the latest development regarding
the client dictionary writing applications based on the DEB II development platform. The DEB II framework is nowadays used in several full
grown projects for preparation of high quality lexicographic data created
within (possibly distant) teams of researchers.
We briefly present the current list of DEB II applications with the relevant
projects and their phases. For each of the applications, we offer display
the view of the interface with overview description of the most important
features.

Key words: DEB platform, dictionary editor and browser, dictionary writing
systems

1

Introduction

The Dictionary Editor and Browser (DEB) was first designed as a standalone
program for writing dictionaries. After several problems with adaptation of
the tool for coming new requirements, the second version, sometimes referred
to as DEB II became a complete rewrite of the system based on open standards.
In the following text, we enlist the current state of DEB II applications. We
believe that this list is the best evidence of the qualities of the framework as a
whole together with several hundreds of DEB II users all over the world.

2

Current List of Implemented DEB Applications

In the following sections we present summary details of the particular DEB
clients that are currently being implemented within the DEB platform.
2.1 DEBDict – General Dictionary Browser
This DEB client demonstrates several basic functions of the system:
– multilingual user interface (English, Czech, others can be easily added)
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 3–11, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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Fig. 1. The DEBDict common interface to several dictionaries with different
structures.
– queries to several XML dictionaries (of different underlying structure) with
the result passed through an XSLT transformation
– connection to Czech morphological analyzer
– connection to an external website (Google, Answers.com)
– connection to a geographical information system (display of geographical
links directly on their positions within a cartographic map) or any similar
application
The version of DEBDict that is currently running on our server provides a
common interface to 7 dictionaries (see the Figure 1):
the Dictionary of Literary Czech Language (SSJČ, 180,000 entries)
the Dictionary of Literary Czech (SSČ, 49,000 entries)
the Reference Dictionary of Czech Language (PSJČ, 200,000 entries)
the Dictionary of foreign words (46,000 entries)
the Dictionary of Czech Synonyms (thesaurus, 23,000 entries)
two dictionaries of Czech Phrasal Words and Idioms (4,000 and 10,000
entries)
– the Diderot encyclopedia (90,000 entries)

–
–
–
–
–
–

As an addition, DEBDict features an interconnection to several web systems
and the geographical system with the list of the Czech towns and cities.
DEBDict is also able to solve common problems with publication copyright
for particular dictionaries – DEBDict supports individual user access rights.

DEB Platform Deployment
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This means that it is possible to display selected dictionaries only to a limited
group of users.
2.2 DEBVisDic
DEBVisDic was one of the first applications built over the DEB II platform – it
was designed as a completely new client-server tool for WordNet browsing and
editing.
DEBVisDic uses new versatile interface (see the Figure 2) that allows
the user to arrange the work without any limitations. Of course, DEBVisDic
contains all the main features that were present in VisDic:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

multiple views of multiple WordNets
freely defined text views
synset editing
hypero-hyponymic tree
query result lists
plain XML view of a synset
synchronization
inter-dictionary linking
tree browsing
consistency checks
journaling

Fig. 2. The DEBVisDic main interface
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Fig. 3. The DEB CPA tool.
– user configuration
With the help of the DEB platform reusability, DEBVisDic will be supplemented
with many new features that are currently accessible only as separate tools or
resources. This functionality includes:
– connection to a morphological analyzer (for languages, where it is available)
– connection to language corpora, including Word Sketches statistics
– access to any electronic dictionaries stored within the DEB server
– searching for literals within encyclopedic web sites
– and many others
Currently, DEBVisDic is also used for preparation of new Polish, Hungarian,
Slovenian, Dutch (within the Cornetto project), Nepalese and Afrikaans WordNets and it is proposed as the main tool for the prepared Global WordNet Grid.
2.3 DEB CPA Editor and Browser
Corpus Pattern Analysis (CPA, [1]) is a new technique for mapping meaning
to words in text. No attempt is made in CPA to identify the meaning of a verb
or noun directly, as a word in isolation. Instead, meanings are associated with
prototypical sentence contexts. Concordance lines are grouped into semantically motivated syntagmatic patterns. Associating a “meaning” with each pattern is a secondary step, carried out in close coordination with the assignment
of concordance lines to patterns.

DEB Platform Deployment
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CPA editing tool (see the Figure 3) displays the list of verb entries, along
with the information who and when updated the entry. Each entry consists
of several patterns (the number of patterns is not limited) and it is possible
to freely modify their order and content. The main part of the tool, the
pattern editing window, allows to enter and modify all the information about
one pattern. The form is very versatile, e.g. it allows to add any number of
subject/object alternations. The tool is connected to an on-line resource – it
is possible to look up subject and object semantic type in Brandeis Semantic
Ontology [2] which is hosted on a web server at Brandeis University. Examples
documenting the pattern are taken from BNC using a modified version of
Bonito2 corpus manager that is integrated to the DEB CPA tool.
2.4 DEB TEDI Terminological Dictionary Tool
The DEB TEDI client is the main tool used for preparation of a new terminological dictionary of Czech art terms. This work is a joint project of the Faculty of
Fine Arts, Brno University of Technology and Masaryk University. The aim of
the project is to build a terminological database consisting of about 5 000 dictionary entries which are classified into categories and supplemented with term
definitions, translations info English, German and French, and with Czech usage examples. The resulting dictionary will be offered as a publicly available
application directed especially to fine arts students.
2.5 The PRALED Lexicographic Station
This client is designed for the development of the Czech Lexical Database (CLD,
denoted also as LEXIKON 21 [3]) and it serves as a main tool in preparation of
the new comprehensive and exhaustive database of lexicographic information
for the Czech language. The user’s part of the PRALED tool is presently under
the development in the Institute of Czech Language (ICL), Czech Academy of
Sciences, Prague.
The PRALED system offers the following functionality:
– queries to several XML dictionaries (of different underlying structures),
particularly to all relevant Czech dictionaries, i.e. SSJČ, SSČ, PSJČ, SCS,
SČFI and DIDEROT (see [4,5,6,7,8]),
– editing existing or writing new dictionary entries. A lexicographer can use
a set of forms which define the structure of the entry and fill in all relevant
fields (see the Figure 4) which presently are:
• orthoepy (spelling)
• morphological properties (POS, the respective grammatical categories)
• description of the meaning (entry definition)
• word formation nest (subnet)
• syntactic properties (most often valencies)
• stylistic, domain and regional features
• semantic relations to other entries (cross-references)

8
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Fig. 4. The PRALED user interface

•
•
•
•
•

etymological information
integration with Czech morphological analyzer
connection to an external website (Google, Answers.com)
remarks and additional comments
integration with the corpus manager Bonito2 and Word Sketch Engine [9], which allows a lexicographer to obtain the sorted individual
word contexts including frequencies and statistical distribution parameters (salience).

2.6 Cornetto
The Cornetto project (STE05039) is funded by the Nederlandse Taalunie in the
STEVIN framework. The goal is to build a lexical semantic database for Dutch,
covering 40K entries, including the most generic and central part of the language. Cornetto will combine the structures of both the Princeton WordNet and
FrameNet for English [10], by combining and aligning two existing semantic resources for Dutch: the Dutch WordNet [11] and the Referentie Bestand Nederlands [12]. The Dutch WordNet (DWN) is similar to the Princeton WordNet for
English, and the Referentie Bestand (RBN) includes frame-like information as in
FrameNet plus additional information on the combinatoric behaviour of words
in a particular meaning. The combination of the two lexical resources will result

DEB Platform Deployment
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Fig. 5. Cornetto Identifiers window, showing the edit form with several alternate mappings

in a much richer relational database that may improve natural language processing (NLP) technologies, such as word sense-disambiguation and languagegeneration systems. In addition to merging the WordNet and FrameNet-like
information, the database is also mapped to a formal ontology to provide a
more solid semantic backbone.
The resulting data structure is stored in a database that keeps separate
collections for lexical units (mainly derived from RBN), synsets (derived from
DWN) and a formal ontology (SUMO/MILO plus extensions [13]). These 3
semantic resources represent different view points and layers of linguistic,
conceptual information. The alignment of the view points is stored in a
separate mapping table. The database is itself set up so that the formal
semantic definition of meaning can be tightened for lexical units and synsets by
exploiting the semantic framework of the ontology. At the same time, we want
to maintain the flexibility to have a wide coverage for a complete lexicon and
encode additional linguistic information. The resulting resource will be made
available in the form of an XML database.
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The Cornetto database (CDB) consists of 3 main data collections:
1. Collection of Lexical Units, mainly derived from the RBN
2. Collection of Synsets, mainly derived from DWN
3. Collection of Terms and axioms, mainly derived from SUMO and MILO
In addition to the three data collections, a separate table of so-called Cornetto
Identifiers (CIDs) is provided, see the Figure 5. These identifiers contain the
relations between the lexical units and the synsets in the CDB but also to the
original word senses and synsets in the RBN and DWN.
Since one of the basic parts of the Cornetto database is the Dutch WordNet,
we have decided to use DEBVisDic as the core for Cornetto client software. We
have developed four new modules, described in more details below. All the
databases are linked together and also to external resources (Princeton English
WordNet and SUMO ontology), thus every possible user action had to be very
carefully analyzed and described.

3

Conclusions

During the last three years, DEB II has been going through rapid development
and several real applications for electronic dictionaries have been built. The free
access to the Brno DEB server is nowadays in use by more than 250 users from
14 countries.
The DEB II server part is also available for download and is currently
installed on 7 servers worldwide (Brno, Prague, Amsterdam-UvA, AmsterdamVU, Poznan, Johannesburg and Budapest), where the DEB applications are
used for national research projects.
Acknowledgments
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Parsing System with Contextual Constraints
Vladimír Kadlec
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
xkadle fi.muni. z

Abstract. The aim of the presented work is to design algorithms and
methods for an effective and robust syntactic analysis of natural languages. The algorithms are language-independent, any language with an
appropriate grammar can be modeled. The analysis of sentences by the
described system is based on context-free grammar for a given language
supplemented by context sensitive structures. The internal representation
of derivation trees allows to apply contextual constraints, e.g. case agreement fulfillment. The evaluation of semantic actions and contextual constraints helps us to reduce a huge number of derivation trees and we are
also able to calculate some new information, which is not contained in
the context-free part of the grammar. Also n-best trees (according to a tree
rank, e.g probability) can be selected. This is an important feature for linguistics developing a grammar by hand.

1

Introduction

Syntactic analysis is a “corner-stone” of applications for automated processing
of texts in natural languages. Any machine translation application, an automatic grammar checker or information retrieval system must be capable of understanding the structure of a sentence. Recognition of the sentence structure is
called parsing.
The analysis of sentences by the described system is based on contextfree grammar for the given language. Context-free parsing techniques are well
suited to be incorporated into real-world nature language processing systems
because of their time efficiency and low memory requirements. Though, it
is known that some natural language phenomena cannot be handled with
the context-free grammar formalism, researchers often use the context-free
backbone as the core of their grammar formalism and enhance it with context
sensitive feature structures (e.g. [1]).

2

System Overview

Described system consists of several independent modules. The modular
design makes the system easily extensible and rather flexible. Figure 1 shows
the data flow through the system.
There are several inputs to the system:
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 13–20, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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Fig. 1. Parsing System with Contextual Constraints
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– A sentence in a natural language.
– Context-free (CF) grammar.
– Semantic actions and contextual constraints for grammar rules.
Words in the input sentence can be optionally tagged. If they are not tagged,
then the internal “tagger” is used. The notation of “tagger” is not correct here,
because we leave ambiguities in tags. For the Czech language, morphological
analyzer ajka [2] is used to create tags. For other languages the tags are usually
read from an static lexicon. These tags are stored as “values” (see below)
for every word. The terminals (or sometimes called pre-terminals) for given
context-free grammar are created by simplification the tags, e.g. using only
word category as a terminal.
Once the terminals are created the context-free parsing algorithm is run.
This algorithm produces all possible derivation trees at the output with respect
to the input sentence and input grammar. All these derivation trees are stored
in a data structure based on shared-packed forest [3]. Because a chart parser
is used in our system [4], the derivation trees are stored as a chart data
structure [5,6] directly. Any context-free parsing algorithm could be used,
the modularity of the system allows us compare the effectiveness of these
algorithms easily [7].
All derivation trees created in the previous step can be filtered by some basic
filter, that cuts some trees off. In this step only basic filtering “compatible” with
the shared-packed forest data structure is allowed. E.g. only a whole sub-forests
can be removed. The example of such filtration is in Section 3.
The next step is application of contextual constraints and semantic actions.
In this step a new data structure is created, a “forest of values”. The forest
of values is created by a bottom-up recursive run of semantic actions, see
Section 4.
If the input sentence cannot be generated by the input grammar, i.e. there
is no derivation tree at the output of the context-free parsing algorithm, the
system offers a robust module. In this case, the contextual constraints and
semantic actions are applied on every derivation sub-tree in the shared-packed
forest. Then the robust algorithm presented in [8] is used to get the derivation
tree(s).
The resulting forest of values can be further filtered by constraints, that work
with the whole forest, not only with local values. The example of this global
filtering is usage lexicon of verb valencies VerbaLex, see [9].
In the end, the derivation trees are generated from the filtered forest of
values. Only one or several “best” derivation trees can be created, with respect
to the ranking function, e.g. a probability of the tree could be used as one input
to the ranking function.
In the following sections, the above ideas are described in more detail.
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Shared-Packed Forest filtering

This filtering is used only to remove some data from the structure, no new
information is added. This technique is a step preceding the filtering by
contextual constraints, see Figure 1 in Section 2 for an overview of the whole
system. The resulting shared-packed forest is always sub-forest of the original.
That means that only simple transformations such as removing a node is done
here.
3.1 Filtering by rule levels
One of possible filtering the shared-packed forest is a local (with respect to
the node of the forest) filtering based on what we call “rule levels”. The rule
level is a function, that assigns a natural number to every grammar rule. In
the following the term “a rule level of a grammar rule” denotes the resulting
number of application this function to the rule.
The idea is, that for some grammar rules: if the specific grammar rule
succeeds during the parse process, then an application of some other rule (with
the same non-terminal on the right hand side of the rule) is wrong. To be
more precise, if the specific grammar rule covers the same input as some other
grammar rule beginning with the same non-terminal, then the rule with lower
rule level is refused.
The chart structure [5] represents the shared-packed forest. So the filtering
method is described in terms of the chart parsing: If there are edges [A → • α• ,
i, j] and [A → • β• , i, j] in the chart, then delete the edge with the grammar rule
with the lower rule level. If the edges have the same rule level, keep them both
in the chart. Figure 2 shows an example of such rules, w1 , w2 , . . . , w6 represent
the input sentence.

Fig. 2. Filtering by rule levels. Two sub-forests with grammar rules A → α and
A → β in their roots. One of them is filtered out, if these rules has a different
rule level set.

Parsing System with Contextual Constraints
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Notice that this kind of filtering is different from a probability of the
grammar rule. The presented method is local to the specific node in the sharedpacked forest. By default all grammar rules have the same rule level. The rule
levels are set by hand and only in very specific cases. Actually, only one rule in
our grammar for Czech [10] has non-default rule level. Only small number of
experiments were performed, because this method is new to our system.

4

Contextual Constraints and Semantic Actions

Our main problem with the context-free (CF) parsing is, that there are too
many derivation trees for a given input sentence. The contextual constraints
are mainly used to prune incorrect derivation trees from the CF parsing
result. Also some additional information can be computed by these constraints,
that is why we also call them “semantic actions”. In the following the term
“contextual constraint” has the same meaning as the term “semantic action”.
Our algorithms for CF parsing generates the chart structure, thus we use the
word “chart” to denote “a result of the CF parsing”.
See Figure 1 to have a better view, in which part of the parsing system the
constraints are computed.
The contextual constraints (or actions) defined in the grammar can be
divided into four groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

rule-tied actions
case agreement constraints
post-processing actions
actions based on derivation tree

The example of a rule-tied action is a rule-based probability estimation.
Case agreement constraints serve as chart pruning actions. The case agreement
constraints represent the functional constraints, whose processing can be interleaved with that of phrasal constraints.
The post-processing actions are not triggered until the chart is already
completed. Actions on this level are used mainly for computation of analysis
probabilities for a particular input sentence and particular analysis. Some such
computations (e.g. verb valency probability) demand exponential resources for
computation over the whole chart structure. This problem is solved by splitting
the calculation process into the pruning part (run on the level of post-processing
actions) and the reordering part, that is postponed until the actions based on
derivation tree.
The actions that do not need to work with the whole chart structure are run
after the best or n most probable derivation trees have been selected. These
actions are used, for example, for determination of possible verb valencies
within the input sentence, which can produce a new ordering of the selected
trees, or for the logical analysis of the sentence [11].
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[0, 2, npnl]

->

[0, 1, np]

[1, 2, np]

value3

value1

value1

value4

value2

value2

List of values

List of children

Fig. 3. Example of the forest of values.
4.1 Representation of values
It was shown that parsing is in general NP-complete if grammars are allowed
to have agreement features [12]. But the pruning constraints in our system are
weaker than for example general feature structures [13].
We allow a a node in the derivation tree to have only limited number
of features. We call the features “values”, because they rise as results of our
semantic actions. E.g. the number of values for noun groups in our system is
at most 56. To compute the values, we build a new structure, a forest of values,
instead of pruning or extending the original chart.
The forest of values is computed by the depth-first walk through the chart
structure. The chart can be viewed as oriented graph. Every edge in the chart is
passed only once, the edge can generate at most one node in the new forest of
values.
The value is computed as a result of the semantic action – for the grammar
rule given by the current edge. The parameters for the semantic action are
filled from the values on lower level, “lower” with respect to the derivation
tree, i.e. closer to the leaves of the tree. So also arguments of the semantic
action are limited by the limit (e.g. 56 possibilities in our case). Because there
could be more than one derivation tree containing the current edge, all possible
combination of values are passed to the semantic action. The worst-case time
complexity for one node in the forest of values is therefore 56δ, where δ is the
length of the longest right-hand side grammar rule. Notice that this complexity
is independent of the number of words in input sentence.
The values in the forest of values are linked with the edges backwards. An
edge contains a single linked list of its values. Each value holds a single linked
list of its children. The child is one dimensional array of values. This array
represents one combination of values that leads to the parent value. Notice that
there can be more combinations of values that lead to the same value. The i-th
cell of the array contains a reference to a value from i-th symbol on the RHS of
the corresponding grammar rule. The i-th symbol has not to be used to compute
the parent value. We use only reference to the edge from such unused cell.
The Figure 3 shows an example representing the rule npnl → np np and
containing three edges ([0, 2, npnl → •np np•], [0, 1, np → •α•], [1, 2, np →
• β•]). The right hand sides of each rule are not shown in the figure, they play
no role here. np → α and np → β are some rules in the input grammar.
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Each np edge contains two values, value1 and value2. This gives us four possible combinations. The semantic action computes from combinations value1 ×
value2 and value2 × value1 the same value value4. The combination value2 ×
value2 was classified as incorrect (by the action – contextual constraint), so it is
not here.
4.2 Generation of a grammar with values
It is possible to create CF grammar, without our contextual constraints, which
generates the same derivation trees as the CF grammar supplemented by the
constraints. In the following, a method, that for the given input generates a
such CF grammar without values, is provided. This allows us to compare our
system, that is able to evaluate the constraints, with other systems able to work
only with “pure” CF grammars.
We use the following procedure for every inactive edge [i, j, A →
X1 X2 ...Xn •] in the chart:
– for every value v in the edge, we generate the rule: A → A_value, where
value is an unique textual representation of the value v.
′
′
′
– for every child of the value v, we generate the rule: A_value → X1 X2 ...Xn ,
′
where X_i is:
• Xi _valuei if a value valuei from i-th non-terminal is used to compute the
value v.
• Xi otherwise.
Duplicate rules are removed.
Why are the actions and semantic constraints used when they can be
replaced by a grammar with values? There are three main reasons. First of all,
the grammar with values for all possible inputs would be extremely large, even
if the domain range is limited, e.g. by 56 in our case. Secondly, the actions can
be easily changed and debugged when computed separately. The third reason
is that some of our experiments use semantic actions with unlimited domain
range and these actions cannot be substituted by the grammar.

5

Conclusions

In this work, the language independent parsing system is presented. It is based
on context-free parser supplemented by contextual constraints and semantic
actions.
The evaluation of semantic actions and contextual constraints helps us to
reduce a huge number of derivation trees and we are also able to calculate
some new information which is not covered in the context-free part of the
grammar. The dependency graph or filtering by valency lexicon are examples
of such information. The experiments with dependency graphs are at the
beginning. But even for some kinds of short non-projective sentences, the
correct dependencies can be generated within our approach as well.
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All described algorithms are integrated in the parsing system synt [10,14].
Future research is aimed at the experiments with verb valences and lexicon of
verb valencies for the Czech VerbaLex.
Acknowledgements This work has been partly supported by the Academy of
Sciences of Czech Republic under the project 1ET100300414 and by the Ministry
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Abstract. In the paper we explore the morphology of the Czech law texts
including Constitution, acts, public notices and court judgements which
form a huge textual database. As many texts from small domains, the
used language is partially restricted and in relevant aspects also different
from general Czech.
The paper presents first results of the morphological analysis of Czech
law texts and their conversion to the specific formats. Partly, the partial
syntactic analysis has been performed as well.

1

Introduction

In the paper we describe the first results of the new project whose final goal
is to build an electronic dictionary of Czech law terms. We start with a legal
database Lexis which presently includes approx. 50,000 Czech law documents
ranging from the beginning of Czechoslovakia in 1918 to present days. It also
includes court judgements, main representative law textbooks and law reports.
All the texts exist in electronic form.
1.1 Pilot project
As a pilot project we have decided to analyse the current version of the Penal
Code of the Czech Republic. It is one of the biggest law documents containing
almost 36,000 word forms. The overall characteristic of the document can be
found in Table 1.
The task is to process the document by the Czech morphological analyser
(lemmatizer) Ajka in such a way that for each word form in the source text
a morphological information in the form of morphological tags is obtained.
Thus we get information to what parts of speech the word forms belong, and,
for instance, for nouns also grammatical categories like gender, number and
case. Each word form in the document is associated with its respective lemma
as well. In the highly inflectional language like Czech all this information is
relevant for the further analysis of law terms. The results of the morphological
analysis and lemmatizations are transformed into a special format which is
described below.
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 21–26, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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Table 1. The overall characteristic of the Penal Code of the Czech Republic
Number of
word forms (tokens)
numbers
punctuation marks
tokens total
different word forms (types)
different numbers
different punctuation marks
types total

2

35,893
2,647
9,135
47,865
5,019
467
12
5,019

Morphological Analysis

We have used several simple scripts to create what is called vertical file from
the source text. It is a plain text file without any formatting (word-processing
options). Words are written in a column, i.e. each line contains one word,
number or punctuation. Optional annotation is on the same line and the
respective words are divided by the tabulator character. The first step uses only
word forms from the source text. The vertical file serves as an input text for
many corpus processing tools like CQP [1] and Manatee [2].
In the next step, we processed the vertical file with the morphological analyser Ajka [3]. It is a tool exploited for annotating and lemmatizing general
Czech texts, however, the processing law texts requires modifications, e.g. enriching the list of stems of Ajka. The programme yields all possible combinations of lemma and morphological tags for each Czech word form. In the following example of the Ajka output the tag k1gFnSc1 means: part of speech (k)
= noun (1), gender (g) = female (F), number (n) = singular (S) and case (c) =
first (nominative) (1), tags beginning with k2 are adjectives, k3 – pronouns, k5
– verbs and k7 – prepositions.
Příprava
k
trestnému
činu
je
trestná

<l>příprava < >k1gFnSc1 (preparation)
<l>k < >k7c3 (to)
<l>trestný < >k2eAgMnSc3d1 < >k2eAgInSc3d1 < >k2eAgNnSc3d1
(criminal)
<l>čin < >k1gInSc3 < >k1gInSc6 < >k1gInSc2 <l>čina < >k1gFnSc4
(act)
<l>být
< >k5eAaImIp3nSrDaI
<l>on
< >k3p3gMnPc4xP
< >k3p3gInPc4xP
< >k3p3gNnSc4xP
< >k3p3gNnPc4xP
< >k3p3gFnPc4xP <l>je < >k0 (is)
<l>trestný < >k2eAgFnSc1d1 < >k2eAgFnSc5d1 < >k2eAgNnPc1d1
< >k2eAgNnPc4d1 < >k2eAgNnPc5d1 (criminal)

As one can see, many word forms are ambiguous: there are more than one
possible tag or even lemma for a given word form. In the analysed document,
76 % of word forms are ambiguous, more than 42 % of word forms have more
than one possible lemma and average number of tags for an ambiguous word
form is 6.75.
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We have used part-of-speech tagger Desamb [4] to disambiguate such
word forms. The output of the Desamb tool contains only the most probable
lemma/tag for each word form. Table 2 contains output of Desamb for the input
text above.
Table 2. The document in vertical format with morphological annotation (after
disambiguation)
Příprava
k
trestnému
činu
je
trestná
podle
trestní
sazby
stanovené
na
trestný
čin

příprava
k
trestný
čin
být
trestný
podle
trestní
sazba
stanovený
na
trestný
čin

k1gFnSc1
k7c3
k2eAgInSc3d1
k1gInSc3
k5eAaImIp3nS
k2eAgFnSc1d1
k7c2
k2eAgFnSc2d1
k1gFnSc2
k2eAgFnSc2d1
k7c4
k2eAgInSc4d1
k1gInSc4

The annotated version of the document contains 2,560 different lemmas.
Frequencies of each part of speech are in Table 3.
Table 3. Frequencies of part of speech in the document
Part of Speech
k1 – noun
k2 – adjective
k3 – pronoun
k4 – numeral
k5 – verb
k6 – adverb
k7 – preposition
k8 – conjunction

3

Count
12884
4634
2252
1028
4504
933
3600
3764

Noun Groups

For the recognition of the noun groups we have used the partial syntactic
analyzer for Czech DIS/VADIS [5] at first. Unfortunately, DIS/VADIS presently
does not contain rules which can recognize genitival and coordinate structures
because during the development of DIS/VADIS these rules were found too
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erroneous (overgenerating) when applied to an unrestricted text. However,
there are plenty of such structures in the law texts and overgenerating is not
a problem here because the results will be checked manually.
Moreover, the partial syntactic analyzer DIS/VADIS has one more disadvantage: it is written in Prolog which implies that the recognition process is
rather slow. Therefore we have rewritten the rules for noun groups to Perl 5 regular expressions (which have nontrivial backtracking capabilities) and added
the rules for genitival and coordinate structures and some adverbials common
to the law texts which also were not recognized by DIS/VADIS (e.g. zvlášt’ (exceedingly), zjevně (evidently) etc.).
For each noun group found in the law texts we determine its:
1. base form (nominative singular),
2. head
3. for nouns in genitive groups also their part.
For example for the noun group dalším páchání trestné činnosti (subsequent
commission of criminal activity, dative) we get:
1. další páchání trestné činnosti
2. páchání
3. další páchání
We can recognize 8,594 noun groups counting repeating occurencies, 3,992
different noun groups. Table 4 lists several most frequent noun groups (since
there are problems with finding the correct English equivalent terms we do not
offer them here). Table 5 presents the most frequent part-of-speech patterns of
the recognized noun groups.
Table 4. The most frequent noun groups
Noun Group
odnětím svobody
peněžitým trestem
jeden rok
trestný čin
odnětí svobody
účinnosti dne
zákazem činnosti
trestného činu
velkého rozsahu
závažný následek
zvlášt’ závažný následek

Count
492
139
123
79
76
65
64
58
49
47
46
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Table 5. The most frequent POS patterns
Part of Speech Patterns
k2 k1gI
k2 k1gF
k1gN k1gF
k2 k1gN
k1gI k1gN
k1gN k1gI
k1gI k1gF
k1gF k1gI
k1gF k1gN
k1gF k1gF

4

Count
1526
1127
769
469
210
203
193
177
171
164

Verb List

Though law terms typically consist of the nouns, noun groups and other
nominal constructions we also have paid attention to the verbs found in the
whole database of the 50,000 law documents. The reason for this comes from
the fact that verbs on one hand do not display strictly terminological nature
but on the other they are relational elements linking the terminological nouns
and noun groups together. This can be captured by the surface and deep verb
valency frames [6] of the verbs occuring in the law documents. We are not
aware of any attempt to describe the valency frames of the verbs coming from
law texts. Presently the verb list comprises 15,110 items, particularly 10,190
infinitives and 4,920 participles (which are mostly the passive ones). The list
has been processed by the morphological analyzer Ajka [3] as a result we
have obtained the list of 914 items that were not recognized by Ajka tool. The
structure of this list shows that at least three types of the non-recognized items
can be observed:
1. erroneous forms caused by typing errors, they can be corrected, e. g. cítít
(feel),
2. the verbs that Ajka does not know, i. e. the ones that do not appear in the
Ajka’s list of stems. Typically, they display a terminological character and
they should be added to the Ajka’s stem list, e. g. derogovat (derogate). They
will enrich the list of (Czech) stems and their law meanings constitute a
terminological subset of verbs,
3. erroneous forms that cannot be corrected without correcting the whole
paragraph of a law document.
The next step is to add the non-recognized verbs to Ajka’s list of the verb stems
and to make an intersection with our existing database Verbalex [6] containing
presently about 11,306 (general) Czech verbs.
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Conclusion

We have presented the preliminary results of the computational analysis of
Czech law documents, or more precisely, their samples. On one hand we
have used the already existing tools such as Ajka or DIS/VADIS, on the other
hand we have modified respectively them for the purpose of the present
task. As a result we can enrich them with regard to the law language but,
more importantly, we have obtained basic knowledge about the grammatical
structure of the law texts (law terminology) and in this way we are prepared
to continue our exploration of the contexts in which law terms occur in the
law documents. The knowledge of such contexts is a necessary condition for
a deeper understanding of how law terminology works and how it can be
made more consistent. As an application we hope to obtain the basic rules for
intelligent searching law documents. A tool based on such rules can serve to
judges, attorneys and experts in creating new law documents.
Acknowledgements
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Abstract. In this paper, we present the two modes of operation of the
developed Dolphin system, which implements a knowledge base for the
Transparent Intensional Logic formalism.
We offer several examples of the system input with detailed explanation
of how these inputs are parsed and stored in the system and how the
system reuses the knowledge base information for answering simple
questions offering a kind of simple inference.

Key words: Dolphin, transparent intensional logic, TIL, knowledge base

1

Introduction

The transparent intensional logic (TIL) is a higher order typed logical system
designed for representing meaning of human language in a computer. In
comparison with traditional logic systems, TIL is able to distinguish so called
intensions, i.e. entities dependent on the reference possible world and time
moment, and extensions. Using the higher order types, TIL allows us to express
attitudes1 to other natural languages objects in a declarative manner. For more
detailed information about TIL you can see [1,2].
In the following text, we will present details of an ongoing project called
Dolphin, which is an implementation of an efficient knowledge base built over
the TIL formalism. The basic ideas of Dolphin have been published in [3].

2

The TIL Knowledge Base Architecture

The Dolphin system is designed to process the output of the syntactic parser
synt [2,4], which is able to produce syntactic trees as well as logical representations of input sentences in the form of TIL constructions. In Dolphin, the constructions are parsed and stored in the knowledge base (KB), which takes the
1

e.g. Tom believes that Peter says that the earth is flat.
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form of a semantic network. The system is then able to process the facts from
KB in the way allowing to answer yes/no questions and questions about firmly
established objects relations in the form of The apple is red. The cube is red. What
red objects do you know?. Although current version of the system does not support all TIL capabilities in full breadth, we hope the design of it will make it
easy to add them in the future.
2.1 How the Dolphin Database Works
The Basic Dolphin idea is a separation of the language layer from the logical layer.
Human words are just a way how to describe some objects. There are many
languages but all of them work over the same set of objects. Therefore Dolphin
works with this set and is ready to understand everything what his teacher
teaches him. This process lies in transforming teacher words to the KB objects
mentioned above. Here synt plays its role as it produces TIL transcription of
sentence. As a young child who gets in touch with word apple for the first time,
Dolphin after obtaining apple on its input takes its TIL description and creates
new object in its object layer – let it be object #1. Next time we mention this
particular apple, Dolphin realizes object #1 in its KB and whatever is told about
it is appended to this object.
2.2 The Role of the Language Layer
The linkage from the apple and the object #1 is driven by the language layer.
The word apple is stored in the appropriate language file and is connected
to the object #1. If the system is switched to the question answering mode (see
the Section 2.3), whenever the word apple appears, it is replaced by object #1
for the purpose of the logical inference. The current implementation of the
language layer supports multiple languages but the rest of the system works,
at the moment, with one selected language. The reason for this is that the
language learning needs to employ specific inference. The language layer also
offers techniques for synonyms and homonyms but again complex inference
is needed to use it. The implementation of the language layer uses an adapted
library of special B-trees and thus provides effective transcription of a word to
the equivalent object.
2.3 The Input Sentence Processing
Let us take an example input sentence (in Czech, as this is the current input
language of synt):
Jablko je červené. (An apple is red)
and its corresponding TIL transcription:
λw1 λt2 (∃i3 )([0jablko-0w1 t2 , i3 ] ∧ [0£ervený-2w1 t2 , i3 ]) . . . π
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At first, variables are identified and single applications are isolated. Variables
that are not covered by λ-abstraction are replaced by new constants named after
the variables. The λ-abstracted variables are currently handled in a simplified
way – when the λ-abstraction is used without quantification, the abstracted
variables usually go over the ω (possible worlds) or τ (time moments) types.
In case of an ω-variable, the Dolphin’s world w Dol phin is assigned to it. All
time variables (of type τ) are, in the current version, replaced by an object
representing a “general time independent object,” so as we can see the current
version does not support time processing at all. This feature will be the main
goal of our future work. Other quantified variables are initialized differently
according to the system running mode. There are two running modes currently
available – the learning mode and the question answering mode.
The Learning Mode processes and stores new facts and it is activated by a full
stop mark at the end of a sentence. In this mode, each uninitialized variable
is replaced by a new object named after the variable. If we want to add new
facts about an object previously mentioned in the conversation with Dolphin,
we have to stress this with the demonstrative pronoun (ten, ta, to – in Czech
this corresponds to the definite article in English). The object is then marked
with an exclamation mark (!) and is looked up in the knowledge base and the
variable is replaced by the stored object. For example if we want to add the fact
that
To jablko je červené. (The apple is red.)
the apple is analysed as 0!jablko-0/(oi)τω and then found as the previously
stored object #23 and the construction would thus contain object 0#23 instead
of the i3 variable displayed above. Currently, the system supports only the existential quantification since the universal quantification defines new inference
rules and the complex inference has not been implemented so far.
We may mentioned the way, how possible fact conflicts are handled – if the
input fact assigns something to an existing KB object and the fact is in conflict
with the KB content then an error message is raised. For demonstration let us
have a sentence
The apple is red.
stored in KB. Now we would like to store the sentence
The apple is not red.
This raises an error message and the second sentence is not stored. Today there
is no tool for saying to Dolphin:
A fact in KB is wrong, I have the correct one.
so whatever is stored in KB will remain unchanged until a reset of the whole
database.
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The Question Answering Mode works similarly to the learning mode but
there is no unification of free variables with new objects. Instead, the first
application containing an uninitialized variable suggests a way how to unify
this variable with a particular value. If we take our example sentence as a
question
Je nějaké jablko červené? (Is there any red apple?)
first application containing free variable i3 (variables w1 and t2 are initialized
as described above) will be

[0jablko-0w1 t2 , i3 ]
Thanks to this application, i3 is unified with an object that is stored in Dolphin
and is an Apple (is linked to the class construction of apples). The following
application (saying that the object is red) posts a second requirement to check.
If the object unified with i3 is not Red (there is no relation between the unified
object and the class of red objects), the system returns to the state when i3 was
initialized and tries another possibility. If all possible ways were checked and
there is no object that is Apple and Red concurrently the answer NO is returned.
In case all the requirements are fulfilled, the answer YES is returned with the
selected i3 value. Again there is no universal quantification feature yet, but
simple questions such as
Jaké červené objekty znáš? (What red objects do you know?)
can be processed correctly.
2.4 How the Objects are Stored
Objects are essential elements of logical analysis and the TIL construction
processing. In the Dolphin knowledge base, all data are objects related with
each other. It does not matter if we store an individual or a function in KB,
we are still working with one object. For example, the class of apples (Apple)
is represented as the characteristic function of the class, i.e. as a (world and
time dependent) function which returns an o-object (boolean true/false) for
each ι-object (an individual) given as its argument. Each such ι-object is stored
separately from Apple, of course.

There is an information that Apple and the ι-object i3 are in relation and this
information is shared among all participants. Each object is represented as
a separate file. This can be considered as very ineffective while each time
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we need an object we have to read a separate file from disc. In fact, there
is no solution that does not use disc reading as there is so many objects
and absolutely no chance to store them all in operating memory. On the
other hand simple file for each object offers some benefits. In the future, a
specialized file system technology can be developed or archiving methods
can be incorporated in the storage process without the database functionality
limitation or reimplementation.

3

A Complex Example

Let us take three example sentences:
1. Toto je jablko. (This is an apple.)
2. Tato kostka je červená. (This cube is red.)
3. To jablko je červené. (The apple is red.)
and their TIL transcriptions provided as inputs to Dolphin, step by step:
λw1 λt2 ([0jablko-0w1 t2 , Toto ]) . . . π
The word toto (this) makes the resulting construction an open construction
(with the free variable Toto) which needs to receive so called pragmatic anchor.2
This input creates a new object in the knowledge base and Dolphin prints the
assigned object number:

> Toto je jablko. (This is an apple.)
> stored as obje t 6.
The second sentence

> Tato kostka je £ervená. (This

ube is red.)

with the corresponding TIL construction
λw1 λt2 ([0!kostka-0w1 t2 , i3 ] ∧ [0£ervený-2w1 t2 , i3 ]) . . . π
where the variable w1 is unified with object #2 (representing the Dolphin’s
world), the variable t2 is unified with object #3 (representing the General time
object) and the variable i3 is now initialized with a new object of type ι (let it be
#7), since no previously mentioned object from the class kostka was found.
Each trivialization asks the language layer whether it knows the word. If
the word is not found, it is stored and a new object is created with connection
to this word.
So ∧ (AND) in our transcription causes that search in language layer is
performed and object #10 is returned (we suppose that AND was previously
stored).
2

see [2, the Section 5.2.4] or [5, the Section 7.1]
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Applications are represented as relations among objects that are participating in the application. Thus in Dolphin, the partial application

[0£ervený-2/(oi)τω w1 ]
is represented as a relation between červený and the object of the variable w1 .
The information about the relation is stored both in object červený and w1 object
and of course in the final object – the result of this application is a new (oι)τobject (a chronology of the class of objects which are červený/red) which is than
applied on the general time object. The final object of the application

[0£ervený-2w1 t2 , i3 ] . . . o
is then created as an o-object (a truth value) and in the learning mode the object
receives the true value.
The third example sentence is stored similarly as the second one with the i3
variable definition difference.

> To jablko je £ervené. (The apple is red.)
TIL transcription
λw1 λt2 ([0!jablko-0w1 t2 , 0#6] ∧ [0£ervený-2w1 t2 , 0#6]) . . . π
Semantic network for three sentences is displayed in the Figure 1. Note that
there are many objects with true value in the network. This is because each
application leads to a unique object and if this object is not yet in KB, it is
created. Thanks to this, the λ-abstraction can be done in a straightforward way.
It is worth saying that negation is a special function over the o-object that does
not create a new object but it replaces the existing true value with false. If we ask
the question
Je to jabko červené? (Is the apple red?)
TIL transcription is in form of a match:
x . . . o : ([0!jablko-0wDol phin tnow , 0#6] ∧ [0£ervený-2wDol phin tnow , 0#6]) . . . o
Basically it asks whether the previously mentioned object #6 is in relation with
Apple and Red concurrently. It is easy to answer as we have this information in
our knowledge base already. System just obtains the result of the applications
on the right side of the match (common applications of objects) and checks
whether final object of the right side is true. In this case, the answer is yes but
what happens if we have the question
Je to jablko zelené? (Is the apple green?)
Since we are in the question answering mode, the basic trivialization of green
will fail as we do not have such object in KB yet. The system does not follow the
predicate logic closed world assumption, thus the answer is “I DO NOT KNOW”
instead of “NO.” The question
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Fig. 1. The semantic network for the 3 example sentences.

Které červené objekty znáš? (What red objects do you know?)
is again analysed as a match
s . . . (oi) : 0£ervený-1wDol phin tnow . . . (oi)
Here the system evaluates all possible objects which are stored in KB as related
to the class červený (applied on the Dolphin’s world and the general time object)
obtaining the class of all red objects known to Dolphin. Thanks to system
design, this operation consists in fast searching through the semantic network.
As can be seen in the Figure 1, the Red object applied on the Dolphin’s world
and the General time object ((oi)-object with (9,2) 3 label) has connections
to the true value. Now (simplified) it is enough to look what object is at the
end of the connection that runs out from the place of the true value where the
connection from (9, 2) 3 object ended. In this way we find out that objects #6
and #7 are red.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the current state of development of the Dolphin knowledge
base for the Transparent Intensional Logic. The system is currently able to store
TIL constructions in an efficient semantic network structure with offers basic
question answering ability.
The Dolphin system is able to parse and store the synt output in the form
of TIL constructions, to check the consistence of the database and to answer
simple questions. The final aim of the Dolphin development is the full support
of working with possible worlds and time moments and the provision of a
complex inference tool. The directly following version will be directed to the
time span support. The plan is that every mentioned time moment will be
represented as a separate object, which will contain contain information about
objects that are in relation with it. Through this system a simple fact will have
different truth value in various time moments and it will be possible to answer
questions like:
What is true in the time moment XXX?
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Abstract. In the paper we introduce an interpreter of the Transperent
Intensional Logic (TIL), namely the TIL-Script language, its design and
implementation. TIL is a brainchild of the Czech logician Pavel Tichý
and in many ways a revolutionary logical system. The work on the TILScript project is being pursued by the team of undergraduate students.
The paper we provide is a brief review of the TIL-Script syntax.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Pavel Tichý set his work on TIL in 1970s, and since then he demonstrated its
great expressive power, in particular in the area of analysis of natural language
processing (see [3,4]). Since hitherto there is no computer implementation of
TIL, we decided to create our own and make it available to public.
1.2 Objective
The notational syntax of TIL language of constructions as originally proposed
by Tichý is not optimal for computer processing. It contains lots of nonASCII characters which are difficult to type on a computer; for instance, Greek
alphabet is used to denote particular atomic and molecular types, lots of upper
indexing, etc. On the other hand, some special types that are useful from the
computational point of view are missing (like the type for integers, a special
type for time, lists and tuples, etc.). Therefore the changes in syntax and slight
modifications in semantics had to be done in order that the code be easy to type
and read. Since TIL as a higher-order logic is undecidable, it is also important
to create a limited but working inference engine.

2

Constructions

There are six kinds of constructions in TIL, two atomic and four molecular ones.
In the TIL-Script code each entry of a construction is terminated by a period.
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 37–42, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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2.1 Trivialisation
The first atomic construction is trivialisation. Given an object, it just returns the
object. It could be thought of as compared to a pointer, and its dereference. In
TIL, the Trivialisation is denoted by the 0 symbol (thus writing 0 Object). TILScript uses the apostrophe (’) symbol, as it’s a symbol similar to the original
one and easy to type. Thus we have the transcription of 0 Object into 'Object.
Any object, even a construction can be trivialised.
2.2 Variables
Another atomic construction is a variable. From the syntactic point of view,
variables in TIL are usually named by lower-case letters; similarly in TIL-Script
we can use any name beginning with a lowercase letter and consisting only of
letters, numbers and ’_’ symbol.
2.3 Closures
The third construction is a Closure (also a lambda closure). It constructs an
anonymous function f , that can then be applied to its argument a by using the
Composition of the closure with a construction of a. In TIL, the syntax is similar
to the lambda-calculus lambda abstraction, using the symbol λ to mark lambdabound variables. For example, the Closure constructing the successor function
can be written as [λx [0 + x0 1]]. TIL-Script retains this syntax, just replacing the
symbol λ by ’\’ (and of course using the ’ symbol for trivialisation). Moreover,
types have to be specified (more on types see below). So the TIL-Script notation
of the successor closure is as follows:

[\x:Int ['+ x '1℄℄.
Creating functions using named closures In TIL-Script, we can also construct
a named function using Closure. To this end the def keyword is used; for
instance, the above construction of the successor function named as Succ is in
TIL-Script written as follows1 :

def Su

:= [\x:Int ['+ x '1℄℄.

2.4 Compositions
The Composition construction is an instruction to apply a function to its
arguments. There is no notational difference between TIL and TIL-Script
concerning a Composition. For instance, here is a Composition of the above
Closure with the Trivialisation of the number 5:

[[\x:Int ['+ x '1℄℄ '5℄.
1

Parameter types can also be specified in another way, this will be discussed later
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Or, using the pre-defined name of the successor function, we have:

['Su

'5℄.

both constructing the number 6.
2.5 Double execution
Some constructions can be used twice over: the Double Execution of a construction X, in symbols 2 X, v-constructs what is v-constructed by X. In TIL-Script
the upper index 2 is replaced by the ^2 notation: ^2X.
2.6 Partiality
It is important to note that TIL operates with partial functions. Thus a construction can fail to v-construct anything, i.e., it can be v-improper. This is in principle due to a Composition, when a partial function f is applied to an argument
a but there is no value of f at a. Thus the Composition of the division function
with an argument <x,0> encoded in TIL-Script by [’Div x ’0], is v-improper for
any x. And so is any Composition of another construction with the former, like,
e.g., [’Plus [’Div x ’0] ’1]. We say that ’partiality is being strictly propagated up’.
Closure never fails to v-construct, it always v-constructs a function, even if
it were a function that is undefined at all its arguments like [\x ['Div x '0℄℄.

3

Types

TIL defines four basic types: ι (iota) for the set of individuals (the universe of
discourse), o (omicron) for the set of truth values, τ (tau) for the set of times
and/or real numbers and ω (omega) for the set of possible worlds. TIL-Script
slightly extends and modifies this set of basic types, as the mix of real numbers
and times and the absence of integer numbers is not plausible. Therefore the
types in TIL-Script are:
–
–
–
–
–

Bool or o for truth values (o)
Indiv or i for individuals (ι)
Time or t for time (τ)
Real or r for real numbers
Int for integer numbers

Special keyword Any stands for an unspecified type (α in TIL) that is used
to indicate polymorphic function. The frequently used abbreviation of the
Composition [[Cw]t] that is used for the extensionalisation of intensions
(functions from possible worlds into chronologies of entities of a given type)
is replaced by the Cwt notation.
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3.1 Lists
From the computational point of view, an important type is that of a list. A list
is a (potentially infinite) sequence of entities and can thus be constructed by a
composed TIL construction. However, since lists (or tuples) are frequently used
in a computer program, we decided to include list into TIL-Script as a special
type. To this end we use the list keyword: list(type1 type2 . . . ). For example,
the list of individuals is declared by list(Indiv) or list(i), the list of triples
of numbers is declared by list(Int, Int, Int). Lists can also be defined
recursively; thus by using list(list(Int, Indiv)) we declare the list of lists
of number-individual pairs. Types are then specified using the slash or colon
(in Closures). There are two ways of defining types of function arguments.
Either by defining the type of an entity (slash notation), or by defining the
range of a variable (the colon notation). To adduce some examples, here are the
types of individuals, empirical functions, properties and the range of variable
x, respectively:

Charles, Tomas/Indiv.
Ostrava/Indiv.
President/(((ii)t)w).
President/(ii)tw.
Property1/((oi)t)w).
Property2/(oi)wt.
def Su 1:= [\x:Int ['+ x '1℄℄.
Su 2/(Int Int).
def Su 2:=[\x ['+ x '1℄℄.

4

Miscellaneous

4.1 Assignment operator
As an assignment operator, the let keyword is used, e.g.: let city:=’Ostrava. It
assigns a value to a variable, and it is used mainly in recursive definitions and
in the discourse processing (see [6]).
4.2 Quantifiers
For quantifiers we use the keywords ForAll (stands for ∀), Exists (stands for ∃),
and Single for singularisers.
4.3 Infix × prefix notation
The first version of TIL-Script will support only prefix notation for all operators,
further versions will also support the infix notation.
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Examples

As an example we now introduce the transcription of the analysis of three
agents communication (taken from [6]) into TIL-Script:

ind, lo /i.
pred, prof/(oi)tw.
rel1/(oi(oi)tw)tw.
rel2/(oii)tw.
rel3/(oiotw)tw.
prop/otw.
onstr/*n.
Adam to Cecil: “Berta is comming. She is looking for a parking”. ’Inform’
message content:

\w\t['Commingwt 'Berta℄.
Discourse variables updates:

let ind:='Berta.
let pred:='Coming.
let prop:=\w\t['Comingwt 'Berta℄.
\w\t ^2['Sub ind 'she '['Looking_forwt she 'Parking℄℄.
% (is transformed into:)
\w\t['Looking_forwt 'Berta 'Parking℄.
Discourse variables updates:

let
let
let
let

rel1:='Looking_for.
pred:='Parking.
prop:=\w\t['Looking_forwt 'Berta 'Parking℄.
prof:=\w\t\x['Looking_forwt x 'Parking℄.

Cecil to Adam: “So am I”. ’Inform’ message content:

\w\t^2['Sub prof 'so '[sowt 'Ce il℄℄. % transforms to:
\w\t['Looking_forwt 'Ce il 'Parking℄.
Discourse variables updates:

let ind:='Ce il.
Adam to both: “There is a free parking at p1”. ’Inform’ message content:

\w\t[['Free 'Parking℄wt 'p1℄.
Discourse variables Updates:
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let lo :='p1.
let pred:=['Free 'Parking℄.
let prop:=\w\t[['Free 'Parking℄wt 'p1℄.
Berta to Adam: “What do you mean by free parking?” ’Query’ message content:

\w\t['Refinewt '['Free 'Parking℄℄.
Adam to Berta: “Free parking is a parking and some parts of it are not occupied”.
’Reply’ message content:

'['Free 'Parking℄ =
'[\w\t\x ['And
['Parkingwt x℄
['Exists y [And
['Part_ofwt y x℄
Not ['O upiedwt y℄
℄
℄℄℄.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we outlined the syntax of the TIL-Script language that is being
developed within the project “Logic and Artificial intelligence for Multi-Agent
Systems”. TIL-Script is a FIPA compliant language in which the content of FCA
messages is encoded. Agents communicate by messaging in TIL-Script.
In the paper we illustrated how smooth and natural the communication in
TIL-Script is. The translation from natural language into TIL-Script messages
(and vice versa) is near-to-isomorphic. Thus the humans can easily formulate
the messages that the computational agents understand and perform.
Acknowledgements This research has been supported by the program “Information Society” of the Czech Academy of Sciences, project No. 1ET101940420
“Logic and Artificial Intelligence for Multi-Agent Systems”2 .
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Abstract. In the paper we describe the method of encoding communication of agents in a multi-agent system (MAS). The autonomous agents
communicate with each other by exchanging messages formulated in a
near-to-natural language. Transparent Intensional Logic (TIL) is an expressive system primarily designed for the logical analysis of natural language; thus we make use of TIL as a tool for encoding the semantic content of messages. The hyper-intensional features of TIL analysis are described in particular with respect to agents’ attitudes and anaphoric references. By an example we illustrate the way TIL can function as a dynamic
logic of discourse where anaphoric pronouns refer to entities of any type,
even constructions, i.e. the structured meanings of other expressions.

1

Introduction

Multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of autonomous, intelligent
but resource-bounded agents. The agents are active in their perceiving environment and acting in order to achieve their individual as well as collective goals.
As a whole, the system of collaborative agents is able to deal with the situations
that are hardly manageable by an individual agent or a monolithic centralised
system. The agents communicate and collaborate with each other by exchanging messages formulated in a standardised natural language. According to the
FIPA standards1 for MAS, a message is the basic unit of communication. It can
be of an arbitrary form but it is supposed to have a structure containing several
attributes. Message semantic content is one of these attributes, the other being
for instance ‘Performatives’, like ‘Query’, ‘Inform’, ‘Request’ or ‘Reply’. The
content can be encoded in any suitable language. The FIPA standard languages
(for instance the SL language or KIF) are mostly based on the First-Order Logic
(FOL) paradigm, enriched with higher-order constructs wherever needed. The
enrichments extending FOL are well defined syntactically, while their semantics is often rather sketchy, which may lead to communication inconsistencies.
Moreover, the bottom-up development from FOL to more complicated cases
yields the versions that do not fully meet the needs of the MAS communication. In particular, agents’ attitudes and anaphora processing create a problem.
In the paper we focus on agents’ communication, and we are going to demonstrate the need for an expressive logical tool of Transparent Intensional Logic
(TIL) for encoding the semantic content of messages.
1

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, http://www.fipa.org

Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
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The paper is organised as follows. After briefly introducing TIL philosophy
and motivations in the next Section 2, in Section 3 we describe the method
of analysing sentences with anaphoric references occurring in any context;
extensional, intensional, or even hyperintensional context of attitudes. By way
of an example we demonstrate in Section 4 how TIL functions as the logic of
dynamic discourse. Finally, a few notes on TIL implementation by the TILScript language are contained in concluding Section 5.

2

Basic notions of Transparent Intensional Logic

TIL constructions are uniquely assigned to expressions as their structured meanings. Intuitively, construction is a procedure (an instruction or a generalised
algorithm), that consists of particular sub-instructions on how to proceed in order to obtain the output entity given some input entities. Thus the sense of a
sentence is a hyper-proposition, i.e., the construction of a proposition denoted
by the sentence. The denoted proposition is a flat mapping with the domain
of possible worlds. Our motive for working ‘top-down’ has to do with anticontextualism: any given term or expression (even one involving indexicals or
anaphoric pronouns) expresses the same construction as its sense (meaning) in
whatever sort of context the term or expression is embedded within. And the
meaning of an expression determines the respective denoted entity (if any), but
not vice versa. However, some terms, like those with indexicals or anaphoric
pronouns, express only incomplete meanings (open constructions) and, therefore, only v(aluation)-denote, being insofar sensitive to which context they are
embedded in.
There are two kinds of constructions, atomic and compound. Atomic constructions (Variables and Trivializations) do not contain any other constituent but
itself; they supply objects (of any type) on which compound constructions operate. Variables x, y, p, q, . . . , construct objects dependently on a valuation; they
v−construct. Trivialisation of an object X(of any type, even a construction), in
symbols 0 X, constructs simply Xwithout the mediation of any other construction. Compound constructions, which consist of other constituents, are Composition and Closure. Composition [F A1 . . . An ] is the instruction to apply a function
f (v−constructed by F) to an argument A (v−constructed by A1 . . . An ).2 Thus
it v−constructs the value of f at A, if the function f is defined at A, otherwise
the Composition is v−improper, i.e., it does not v−construct anything. Closure
[λx1 . . . xn X] is the instruction to v−construct a function by abstracting over
variables x1 ,. . . ,xn in the ordinary manner of λ-calculi. Finally, higher-order
constructions can be used twice over as constituents of composed constructions. This is achieved by a fifth construction called Double Execution, 2 X, that
behaves as follows: If X v−constructs a construction X’, and X ′ v−constructs
an entity Y, then 2 X v−constructs Y; otherwise 2 X is v−improper.
TIL constructions, as well as the entities they construct, all receive a type.
The formal ontology of TIL is bi-dimensional; one dimension is made up of
2

We treat functions as mappings, i.e., set-theoretical objects, unlike the constructions of functions.
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constructions, the other dimension encompasses non-constructions. On the
ground level of the type-hierarchy, there are entities unstructured from the
algorithmic point of view belonging to a type of order 1. Given a so-called
epistemic (or ‘objectual’) base of atomic types (o-truth values, ι-individuals,
τ-time moments / real numbers, ω-possible worlds), the induction rule for
forming functions is applied: where α, β 1 ,. . . ,β n are types of order 1, the set of
partial mappings from β 1 ×. . . × β n to α, denoted (α β1 . . . βn ), is a type of order
1 as well.3 Constructions that construct entities of order 1 are constructions of
order 1. They belong to a type of order 2, denoted by *1 . This type *1 together
with atomic types of order 1 serves as a base for the induction rule: any
collection of partial mappings, type (α β1 . . . βn ), involving *1 in their domain
or range is a type of order 2. Constructions belonging to a type *2 that identify
entities of order 1 or 2, and partial mappings involving such constructions,
belong to a type of order 3. And so on ad infinitum.
An object A of a type α is called an α-object, denoted A/α. That a construction C v−constructs an α-object is denoted C →v α. Quantifiers, ∀α (the general one) and ∃α (the existential one), are of types (o (oα)), i.e., sets of sets of
α-objects.4 [0 ∀α λxA] v−constructs True iff [λxA] v−constructs the whole type
α, otherwise False; [0 ∃α λxA] v−constructs True iff [λxA] v−constructs a nonempty subset of the type α, otherwise False. We write ‘∀ xA’, ‘∃ xA’ instead of
‘[0 ∀α λxA]’, ‘[0 ∃α λxA]’, respectively, when no confusion can arise. Singularisers
ια are of types (α(oα)); [0 ια λxA] v−constructs the only α-member of the singleton v−constructed by λxA, otherwise (i.e., if λxA v-constructs an empty class
or a multi-element class) v−improper.
We use an infix notation without trivialisation when using constructions
of truth-value functions ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction), ⊃ (implication), ≡
(equivalence) and negation (¬), and when using a construction of an identity.
(α-)intensions are members of a type (αω ), i.e., functions from possible
worlds to an arbitrary type α. (α-)extensions are members of the type α, where
α is not equal to (βω ) for any β, i.e., extensions are not functions from
possible worlds. Intensions are frequently functions of a type ((ατ )ω ), i.e.,
functions from possible worlds to chronologies of the type α (in symbols: ατω ),
where a chronology is a function of type (ατ ). We will use variables w, w1 ,
. . . as v−constructing elements of type ω (possible worlds), and t, t1 , . . . as
v−constructing elements of type τ (times). If C → ατω v−constructs an αintension, the frequently used Composition of the form [[Cw]t], the intensional
descent of the α-intension, is abbreviated as Cwt .
Some important kinds of intensions are:
Propositions, type oτω . They are denoted by empirical (declarative) sentences.
3

TIL is an open-ended system. The above epistemic base {o, ι, τ, ω} was chosen, because it is apt for

natural-language analysis, but the choice of base depends on the area to be analysed.

4

Collections, sets,

classes of ‘α-objects’ are members of type (oα); TIL handles classes (subsets of a type) as characteristic functions.
Similarly relations (-in-extension) are of type(s) (oβ1 . . . β m ).
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Properties of members of a type α, or simply α-properties, type (oα)τω . General
terms (some substantives, intransitive verbs) denote properties, mostly of
individuals.
Relations-in-intension, type (oβ 1 . . . β m )τω . For example transitive empirical
verbs, also attitudinal verbs denote these relations.
α-roles, offices, type ατω , where α 6= (oβ). Frequently ι τω . Often denoted by
concatenation of a superlative and a noun (“the highest mountain”).
Example: We are going to analyse the sentence “Adam is looking for a
parking place”. Our method of analysis consists of three steps:
1. Type-theoretical analysis, i.e., assigning types to the objects talked about by
the analysed sentence. In our case we have:
(a) Adam/ι;
(b) Look_for/(oι(oι)τω )τω −the relation-in-intension of an individual to a
property of individuals: the seeker wants to find an instance of the
property;
(c) Parking(Place)/(oι)τω −the property of individuals.
2. Synthesis, i.e., composing the constructions of the objects ad (1) in order
to construct the proposition of type oτω denoted by the whole sentence.
The sentence claims that the individual Adam has the ‘seeking-property’
of looking for a parking place. Thus we have to construct the individual
Adam, the ‘seeking-property’, and then apply the latter to the former. Here
is how:
(a) The atomic construction of the individual called Adam is simply 0 Adam;
(b) The ‘seeking-property’ has to be constructed by Composing the
relation-in-intension Look_for with a seeker x → ι and the
property Parking/(oι)τω an instance of which is being sought:
[0 Look_forwt x 0 Parking] v−constructing a truth value. Abstracting first
from x by λx[0 Look_forwt x 0 Parking] we obtain the class of individuals;
abstracting further from wandt we obtain the ‘seeking-property’:
λwλt [λx[0 Look_forwt x 0 Parking]].
(c) Now we have to Compose the property constructed ad (b) with the
individual constructed ad (a). The property has to be subjected to the
intensional descent first, i.e., [λwλt [λx[0 Look_forwt x 0 Parking]]]wt and
then Composed with the former.5 Since we are going to construct a
proposition, i.e., an intension, we finally have to abstract from w, t:
λwλt [[λwλt [λx[0 Look_forwt x0 Parking]]]0wt Adam].
This construction is the literal analysis of our sentence. It can be still
β-reduced to the equivalent form:
λwλt [0 Look_forwt
5

0 Adam 0 Parking].

For details on predication of properties and relations-in-intension of individuals, see Jespersen (forthcoming).
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3. Type-Theoretical checking:
λwλt [ 0 Look_forwt 0 Adam 0 Parking ]
(oι(oι)τω )
ι
(oι)τω
|
{z
}
o
oτω
The role of Trivialisation and empirical parameters w → ω, t → τ in the
communication between agents can be elucidated as follows. Each agent has
to be equipped with a basic ontology, namely the set of primitive concepts
(Trivialised objects) she is informed about. Thus the upper index ‘0 ’ serves as a
marker of the primitive concept that the agents should have in their ontology.
If they do not, they have to learn them by asking the others. The lower index
‘wt ’ can be understood as an instruction to execute an empirical inquiry (search)
in order to obtain the actual current value of an intension, for instance by
searching agent’s database or by asking the other agents, or even by means
of agent’s sense perception.

3

Anaphora and Meaning

The problem of an anaphoric reference to a previously used expression is
a well-known hard nut of linguistic analysis, because the antecedent of the
anaphoric reference is often not unambiguously determined. Thus it is often
said that anaphora constitutes a pragmatic problem rather than a problem
of logical semantics. We agree that logical analysis cannot disambiguate any
sentence, because it presupposes understanding and full linguistic competence.
Yet our method of logical analysis can contribute to solving the problem of
disambiguation in at least two respects; (a) a type-theoretical analysis often
unambiguously determines which of the possible meanings of a homonymous
expression is used in a sentence, and (b) if there are two or more possible
readings of a sentence, the logical analysis should make all of them explicit.
This often concerns the distinction between de dicto and de re readings.
In this section we propose a method of logically analysing sentences with
anaphoric references. The method consists in substituting an appropriate
construction of the object to which the anaphora refers for the anaphoric
variable. In other words, we perform a semantic pre-processing of the embedded
anaphoric clause based on the meaning of the respective antecedent. In this
sense anaphora is a semantic problem.
3.1 Semantic pre-processing of Anaphoric References
Our hyperintensional (procedural) semantics makes it possible to apply anticontextualist and compositional analysis to anaphoric sentences. The meaning
of a sentence containing a clause with an anaphoric reference is the procedure
which is a two-phase instruction that comes down to this:
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(i) execute the substitution based on the meaning of the antecedent for the anaphoric
variable;
(ii) execute the result (a propositional construction) again to obtain a proposition.
To specify phase (i) we make use of the fact that constructions are objects
sui generis that the other constructions can operate on. The substitution is
realised by a function Sub/(*n *n *n *n ) that operates on constructions C1 , C2
and C3 yielding as output the construction C4 that is the result of substituting
C1 for C2 in C3 . The phase (ii) consists in executing the adjusted meaning,
namely the construction pre-processed by phase (i). To this end we use the
fifth construction defined above, the Double Execution. The method is uniquely
applicable to all kinds of sentences, including those that express (de dicto / de
re) attitudes to a hyperintension, attitudes to an intension, and relations (-inintension) to extensional entities. Now we adduce examples that illustrate the
method. (A)
“5 + 7 = 12, and Charles knows it.”
The embedded clause “Charles knows it” does not express Charles’
relation(-in-intension) to a truth-value, but to a construction, here the procedure
of calculating the result of 5 + 7 = 12. Hence Know(ing)/(oι*1 )τω is a relation-inintension of an individual to a construction.However, the meaning of the clause
is incomplete; it is an open construction with the free variable it: λwλt[0 Knowwt
0 Charles it]. The variable it/* → ∗ is the meaning of the pronoun ‘it’ that in
2
1
(A) anaphorically refers to the meaning of “5 + 7 = 12”, i.e., the construction
[0 +0 5 0 7]. The meaning of the whole sentence (A) is, however, complete. It is
the closed construction
(A’)

λwλt[[0 = 0 +0 50 7] 0 12] ∧
z [0 Sub 00 [0 = 0 +0 50 7] 0 12] 0 it 0 [λwλt[0 Know 0 Charles it]]] ]
wt
wt

Types: Charles/ι; Know/(oι*1 )τω ; Sub/(*2 *2 *2 *2 ); it/*2 → *1 ; the other types
are obvious.
Since (A’) seems to be rather complicated, we now show that (A’) is an
adequate analysis meeting our three requirements of compositionality, anticontextualism and a purely semantic solution. The argument of the second
conjunct of (A’), namely
(S)

[0 Sub 00 [0 = 0 +0 50 7] 0 12] 0 it 0 [λwλt[0 Knowwt 0 Charles it]]]wt ] → *1

constructs a construction of order 1, namely the one obtained by the substitution
of the construction 0 [0 = 0 +0 50 7] 0 12] for the variable it into the construction
[λwλt[0 Knowwt 0 Charles it]].The result is the construction
(S’)

[λwλt[0 Knowwt 0 Charles 0 [0 = 0 +0 50 7] 0 12]]],

which constructs a proposition P. But an argument of the truth-value function
conjunction (∧) can be neither a propositional construction, nor a proposition,
but must be a truth-value. Since (S) constructs the construction (S’), and (S’)
constructs the proposition P, the execution steps have to be: (a) execute (S) to
obtain the propositional construction (S’), (b) execute the result (S’) to obtain
the proposition P; hence we need the Double Execution of (S) to construct the
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proposition P, and then (c) P has to undergo intensional descent with respect to
the external w, t in order to v−construct a truth-value.
Note that the open construction λwλt [0 Know0wt Charles it] is assigned to
“Charles knows it” invariably of a context. The variable it is free here either
for a pragmatic valuation or for a substitution by means of the meaning of
the antecedent that is referred to in the linguistic context. The object—what
is known by Charles—can be completed by a situation of utterance or by
a linguistic context. If the sentence occurs within another linguistic context,
then Sub substitutes a different construction for the variable it, namely the
construction to which ‘it’ anaphorically refers.
The other example concerns Charles’ attitude of seeking the occupant of an
individual office:
(B)

“Charles sought the Mayor of Dunedin but (he) did not find him.”

Suppose now the de dicto reading of (B), i.e., that Charles’ search concerned
the office of Mayor of Dunedin and not the location of its holder. The function
Sub creates a new construction from constructions and, so, can easily be
iterated. The analysis of (B) is:
(Bd )

λwλt [[0 Seekwt 0 Ch λwλt [0 Mayor_of wt 0 D]] ∧2 [ 0 Sub 00 Ch 0 he
[0 Sub 0 [λwλt [0 Mayor_of wt 0 D]] 0 him 0 [λwλt¬[0 Findwt he him]]]]wt ].

Types: Seek/(oιι τω )τω ; Find/(oιι τω )τω ; Ch(arles)/ι; Mayor_of (something)/
(ιι)τω ; D(unedin)/ι; he/∗1 → ι; him/∗1 → ι τω .
Again, the meaning of (B) is the closed construction (Bd ), and the meaning
of the embedded clause “he did not find him” is the open construction6
λwλt¬[0 Findwt he him] with the two free variables he and him.
Of course, another refinement is thinkable. The variables he and him, ranging
over individuals and individual offices, respectively, reduce the ambiguity of
‘find’ by determining that here we are dealing with finding the occupant of an
individual office. But the expressions like ‘he’, ‘him’, or ‘she’, ‘her’ also indicate
that the finder as well as the occupant of the sought office are male and female,
respectively. Thus, e.g., a refined meaning of “He found her” might be
λwλt [[0 Findwt he her] ∧ [0 Malewt he] ∧ [0 Femalewt herwt ]].
Additional types: Male, Female/(oι)τω ; her/∗1 → ι τω .
Now perhaps a more natural de re reading (Br ) of the sentence (B) is understood as uttered in a situation where Charles knows who the Mayor is, and
is striving to locate this individual. Unlike the de dicto case, the sentence understood de re has an existential presupposition: in order that (Br ) have any truth
value, the Mayor has to exist. Thus we must not substitute the construction of
an office, but of the individual (if any) that occupies the office. To this end we
use [0 Tr [0 Mayor_of 0wt D]] that fails to construct anything if [0 Mayor_of 0wt D] is
v−improper (the Mayor does not exist), otherwise it v−constructs the Trivialisation of the occupant of the office. Using the technique of substitutions we can
discover the adequate analysis of (Br ). Here is how:
6

Tenses are disregarded.
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λwλt[[0 Seek L wt 0 Charles 2 [0 Sub [0 Tr [0 Mayor_of wt 0 D]] 0 who 0 [λwλt [0 Locwt
who]]]] ∧ 2 [0 Sub00 Charles 0 he [0 Sub [0 Sub [0 Tr [0 Mayor_of wt 0 D]] 0 who 0 [λwλt
[0 Locwt who]]] 0 it 0 [λwλt¬[0 Find L wt he it]]]]wt ]
Types: Seek L , Find L /(oιµτω )τω ; Tr/(∗1 ι); Charles/ι; Mayor_of (something)/(ιι)τω ;
D(unedin)/ι; he, who/∗1 → ι; it/∗1 → µτω ; Loc/(µι)τω .7
The second conjunct, which is rather more complicated, needs a gloss. Here
we have to pre-process by substitution the meaning of the second embedded
L he it]],
clause “he did not find it”, i.e. the open construction [λwλt¬[0 Findwt
by substituting the construction that has been sought, i.e., the location of the
individual who plays the role of Mayor of Dunedin: [0 Sub [0 Tr [0 Mayor_of 0wt D]]
0 who 0 [λwλt [0 Loc who]]].
wt
3.2 Donkey Sentences
The following example is a variant of the well-known problem of Peter Geach’s
donkey sentences:
(D)

“If somebody has got a new car then he often washes it.”

The analysis of the embedded clause “he often washes it” containing the
anaphoric pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ is again an open construction with two free
variables he—who (washes), it—what (is washed), he, it → ι; Wash/(oιι)τω :
λwλt[0 Washwt he it].
If we also want to analyze the frequency of washing, i.e., the meaning
of ‘often’, then we use the function Freq(uently)/((o (oτ ))τ ). The function Freq
associates each time T with a set of those time intervals (of type (o (oτ ))) that
are frequent in T (for instance, once a week). The analysis of “he often washes
it” is then
λwλt [0 Freqt λt’[0 Washwt’ he it]].
However, since rendering the frequency of washing does not influence the
way of solving the problem of anaphora in donkey sentences, we will use, for
the sake of simplicity, the simpler construction λwλt[0 Washwt he it].
The problem of donkey sentences consists in discovering their logical form,
because it is not clear how to understand them. Geach (1962, p. 126) proposes
a structure that can be rendered in 1st -order predicate logic as follows (NC new
car):

∀ x ∀y((NC(y) ∧ Has(x, y)) → Wash(x, y)).
However, Russell objected to this analysis that the expression ‘a new car’
is an indefinite description, which is not rendered by Geach’s analysis. Hence
Russell proposed an analysis that corresponds to this formula of 1st -order
predicate logic:

∀ x (∃y (NC(y) ∧ Has(x, y)) → Wash(x,y)).
7

The type µ is the type of a location/position.
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But the last occurrence of the variable y (marked in bold) is free in this
formula—out of the scope of the existential quantifier supposed to bind it.
Neale in his (1990) proposes a solution that combines both of the above
proposals. On the one hand, the existential character of an indefinite description
is saved (Russell’s demand), and on the other hand, the anaphoric variable is
bound by a general quantifier (Geach’s solution). Neale introduces so-called
restricted quantifiers:8
[every x: man x and [a y: new-car y](x owns y)]([whe z: car z and x owns z]
(x often washes z)).
The sentence (D) does not entail that if the man owns more than one new
car then some of this cars are not washed by him. Hence we can reformulate
the sentence into
(D1 ) “Anybody who owns some new cars often washes all of them [each of the
new cars he owns].”
However, the following sentence (D”) means something else:
(D2 ) “Anybody who owns some new cars often washes some of them [some of
the new cars he owns].”
The analysis of (D1 ), which in principle corresponds to Geach’s proposal, is
(D1 ’) λwλt∀ x ∀y[[[0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]] ⊃
2 [0 Sub 0 x 0 he [0 Sub 0 y0 it 0 [λwλt[0 Wash
wt he it]]]]wt ].
Types: Own/(oιι)τω ; Wash/(oιι)τω ; NC (being a new car)/(oι)τω ; x, y, he, it → ι.
But then an objection due to Neale can be levelled against these analyses,
namely that in the original sentence (D) the anaphoric pronoun ‘it’ stands
outside of the scope of the quantifier occurring in the antecedent. To overcome
this objection, we use a different type of quantifiers. Apart the common
quantifiers ∀, ∃ / (o (oι)) that operate on a set of individuals, we use quantifiers
of another type, namely Some and All/((o (oι))(oι)). Some is a function that
associates the argument—a set S—with the set of all those sets which have a
non-empty intersection with S. All is a function that associates the argument—
a set S—with the set of all those sets which contain S as a subset. Thus for
instance the sentence “Some students are happy” is analyzed by
λwλt [[0 Some 0 Studentwt ] 0 Happywt ].
The analyses of the embedded clauses of (D1 ), (D2 ), namely “he washes all
of them”, “he washes some of them” are (the anaphoric pronoun ‘them’ refers
here to the set of individuals; we use the variable them → (oι) as the meaning of
‘them’)
λwλt [[0 All them] λit[0 Washwt he it]], λwλt [[0 Some them] λit[0 Washwt he it]]
respectively. Now we need to substitute a construction of the set of new cars
owned by the man for the variable them. Further, we have to substitute the
8

Neale (1990, p. 236). Neale takes into account that the sentence is true even if a man owns more than one new

car. To avoid singularity he thus claims that the description used in his analysis does not have to be singular
(definite) but plural: his abbreviation ‘whe F’ stands for ‘the F or the Fs’.
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variable x (‘anybody’) for the variable he (‘who washes’), and then the preprocessed construction has to be Double Executed. To prevent collision of
variables, we rename the internal variables w, t.
(D1 ”) λwλt [0 ∀λx [[[0 Manwt x] ∧ [0 ∃λy[[0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]]]] ⊃
2 [0 Sub 0 [λy[[0 NC y] ∧ [0 Own
0
0
0 0
wt
wt x y]]] them [ Sub x he
0 [λw’λt’ [[0 All them] λit[0 Wash
he
it]]]]]
]].
wt
w’t’
Gloss: “For every man, if the man owns some new cars then all of them [i.e.,
the new cars owned] are washed by him [the man x].”
This construction can be viewed as the most adequate analysis of (D1 ),
because it meets Russell’s requirement of an indefinite description in the
antecedent, while the scope of ∃ does not exceed the antecedent.
The second possible reading of (D) is now analyzed using Some instead of
All:
(D2 ”) λwλt [0 ∀λx [[[0 Manwt x] ∧ [0 ∃λy[[0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]]]] ⊃
2 [0 Sub 0 [λy[[0 NC y] ∧ [0 Own
0
0
0 0
wt
wt x y]]] them [ Sub x he
0 [λw’λt’ [[0 Some them] λit[0 Wash
he
it]]]]]
]].
wt
w’t’
Gloss: “For every man, if the man owns some new cars then some of them
[i.e., the new cars owned] are washed by him [the man x].”
As we pointed out above, it is not clear how to exactly understand the
sentence (D), simply because the sentence is ambiguous. We thus offered
analyses that disambiguate it. Whether these readings are the only possible
ones is not for us to decide. In our opinion the reading (D1 ) is more plausible,
and Neale takes into account only this one. However, our method makes it
possible to easily analyse particular variants of donkey sentences like “. . . most
of them. . . ”, and suchlike. It might be objected, however, that in the interest of
disambiguation, we actually analysed two variants of the original sentence.
Sandu formulates in (1997) two principles that every ‘compositional procedure for analysing natural language sentences’ should obey:
(a) there is a one-to-one mapping of the surface structure of a sentence of (a
fragment of) English into its logical form which preserves the left-to-right
ordering of the logical constants
(b) the mapping preserves the nature of the lexical properties of the logical
constants, in the sense that an indefinite is translated by an existential
quantifier, etc.
One can see that our analyses (D1 ”) and (D2 ”) obey these principles with
respect to the glossed variants, but not with respect to the original sentence (D).
Regardless of the disambiguation concerning some/all new cars being washed,
principle (b) is violated because ‘a man’ is analysed as ‘every man’. To put our
arguments on a still more solid ground, we now propose the literal analysis of
the sentence (D). The analysis of the clause “A man has a new car” is as follows:
(NC) λwλt [0 ∃λxy [[0 Manwt x] ∧ [0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]]].
Additional type: ∃/(o (oιι)).
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The consequent of (D) expresses that all the couples <he, it> are such that
he Washes it. Using a variable couples/∗1 → (oιι), we have:
λwλt[[0 Allcouples] λhe it [0 Washwt he it]].
Now composing (NC) with the latter, we substitute the construction of the
set of couples constructed by the Closure of (NC) for the variable couples:
(D’)

λwλt[[0 ∃λxy [[0 Manwt x] ∧ [0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]]] ⊃
[[0 Manwt x] ∧ [0 NCwt y] ∧ [0 Ownwt x y]]] 0 couples
0 [λwλt[[0 All couples] λhe it [0 Wash he it]]]] ].
wt
wt
2 [0 Sub 0 [λxy

As is seen, (D’) is fully compositional. Our constituents operate on constructions of sets of couples of individuals, as well as particular individuals, which
is impossible within a first-order theory. In this respect Hintikka is right when
claiming that the compositional treatment does not work;9 it does not work
within a first-order framework. But as soon as we have a powerful higher-order
system like TIL at our disposal, there is no need to give up the desirable principle of compositionality.
One pressing question is whether the anaphoric pronouns should be, in
general, bound, and if so, another pressing question is whether this is to
be in a standard or non-standard way. The Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL)
applies a mechanism of passing on binding.10 Note that (D’) at the same time
provides the semantics of this mechanism. Indeed, the variables he and it are
bound in (D’), but the binding is of another kind. They are not directly bound
by the existential quantifier. Technically, they are bound by Trivialization;
semantically, they are bound by the condition that the pairs of individuals they
v−construct have to belong to the set mentioned by the antecedent clause.

4

Outline of an Implementation Method

Now we outline the method of computing the complete meaning of anaphoric
sentences, i.e., the method of substituting an appropriate antecedent for an anaphoric reference. The method is similar to the one applied in general by Hans
Kamp’s Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). ‘DRT’ is an umbrella term for
a collection of logical and computational linguistic methods developed for dynamic interpretation of natural language, where each sentence is interpreted
within a certain discourse, which is a sequence of sentences uttered by the
same speaker. Interpretation conditions are given via instructions for updating the discourse representation. DPL is a logic belonging to this group of theories. Discourse representation theory as presented in Kamp & Reyle (1993)
addresses in particular the problem of anaphoric links crossing the sentence
boundary. It is a first-order theory, and it can be proved that the expressive
power of the DRT language with negation is the same as that of first-order predicate logic. Thus actually only expressions denoting individuals (indefinite or
definite noun phrases) introduce the so-called discourse referents, i.e., free variables that are updated when interpreting the discourse. Anaphoric pronouns
9

See Sandu & Hintikka (2001)

10

See Sandu (1997).
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are represented by free variables linked to appropriate antecedent discourse
variables. As we have seen above, our semantics is hyperintensional, i.e., procedural, and higher order. Thus not only individuals, but entities of any type, like
properties of individuals, propositions, relations-in-intension of an individual
to another individual, and even constructions (i.e. meanings of the antecedent
expressions), can be linked to anaphoric variables.
The specification of the implementation algorithm proposed here is imperative; similarly as in DRT, we update the list of potential antecedents, or rather
constructions expressed by them, in order to substitute the type-appropriate
entities for anaphoric variables, whenever needed.11 For each type (ι, (oι)τω ,
oτω , (oι(oι)τω )τω , (oιι)τω , ∗n , etc.) the list of discourse variables is created. The
method substitutes the content of type-appropriate discourse variables for anaphoric variables to complete the meaning of anaphoric clauses. Each closed constituent of a resulting construction becomes an updated value of the respective
(type-appropriate) free discourse-referent variable. In this way the discourse
variables are gradually updated.
Here we only illustrate the method by an example of a simple dialog
between three agents, Adam, Berta and Cecil. The list of discourse variables for
the dialog together with the types of entities constructed by their respective
content is: ind:=ι, loc:=µ, pred:=(oι)τω , prof :=(oι)τω —‘propositional function’,
rel1 :=(oι(oι)τω )τω , rel2 :=(oιι)τω , rel3 :=(oιoτω )τω , prop:=oτω , constr:=∗n .
Adam to Cecil: “Berta is coming. She is looking for a parking”.
‘Inform’ message content:
λwλt[[0 Coming0wt Berta];
(Relevant) discourse variables updates:
ind:=0 Berta; pred:=0 Coming;
prop:= λwλt[[0 Coming0wt Berta];
λwλt 2 [0 Sub ind 0 she 0 [0 Looking_forwt she 0 Parking]] ⇒ (is transformed into)
λwλt[0 Looking_for0wt Berta 0 Parking].
(Relevant) discourse variables updates:
rel1 :=0 Looking_for; pred:=0 Parking;
prop:= λwλt[0 Looking_for0wt Berta 0 Parking];
prof := λwλtλx[0 Looking_forwt x0 Parking]; (‘propositional function’)
Cecil to Adam: “So am I.”
‘Inform’ message content:
λwλt2 [0 Sub prof 0 so 0 [so0wt Cecil]] ⇒ λwλt[0 Looking_for0wt Cecil 0 Parking]
Discourse variables updates:
ind:=0 Cecil; rel1 :=0 Looking_for; pred:=0 Parking;
Adam to both: “There is a free parking at p1 ”.
‘Inform’ message content: λwλt[[0 Free 0 Parking]wt 0 p1 ]
Discourse variables updates: loc:=0 p1 ; pred:=[0 Free 0 Parking];
prop:= λwλt[[0 Free 0 Parking]wt 0 p1 ]
Berta to Adam: “What do you mean by free parking?”
‘Query’ message content: λwλt [0 Refinewt 0 [0 Free 0 Parking]]
11

The algorithm was first proposed in Křetínský (2007).
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Discourse variables updates: constr:=0 [0 Free 0 Parking]
Adam to Berta: “Free parking is a parking and some parts of it are not
occupied”.
‘Reply’ message content: 0 [0 Free 0 Parking] =
0 [λwλtλx[[0 Parking x] ∧ ∃y[[0 Part_of yx] ∧ ¬[0 Occupied y]]]]
wt
wt
wt
Discourse variables updates: constr:=0 [0 Free 0 Parking] = . . .
Berta to Adam: “I don’t believe it. I have just been there”.
‘Inform’ message content:
λwλt [2 [0 Sub prop 0 it 0 [¬[0 Believewt 0 Berta it]]] ⇒
λwλt ¬[0 Believewt 0 Berta 0 [λwλt[[0 Free 0 Parking]wt p1 ]]],
Discourse variables updates:
ind:=0 Berta; loc:=0 p1 ;
λwλt ∃t’[[t’ ≤ t] ∧ 2 [0 Sub loc 0 there 0 [0 Is_at0wt’ Berta there]]] ⇒

λwλt∃t’[[t’ ≤ t] ∧ [0 Is_at0wt’ Berta 0 p1 ]].
Discourse variables updates:
prop:= λwλt∃t’[[t’ ≤ t] ∧ [0 Is_at0wt’ Berta 0 p1 ]], . . .
And so on.
Of course, improvements of this method are straightforward. For instance,
in the example we were substituting the last type-appropriate entity that
received mention; if we wanted to take into account ambiguities of anaphoric
references, we might store in the discourse-representation file more than one
variable for each type, together with the other characteristics or prerequisites
of the entity (e.g., gender, or implicative properties), so as to be able to generate
more meanings of an ambiguous sentence.

5

Concluding Remarks

The above described method is currently being implemented in the TILScript programming language, the computational variant of TIL. TIL-Script
is a FIPA compliant higher-order modification of the standards like FIPA SL
(Semantic Language) and FIPA KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format). It is a
declarative functional language. Its only imperative feature is the Let command
for the dynamic assignment of a construction C to a discourse variable. A brief
introduction to TIL-Script is the subject of another paper in this proceedings,
namely ‘TIL-Script: Functional Programming Based on Transparent Intensional
Logic’ by Nikola Ciprich, Marie Duží, and Michal Košinár.
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Enhancing Anaphora Resolution for Czech
Vašek Němčík
NLP Laboratory,
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University,
Brno, Czech Republic
xnem ikfi.muni. z

Abstract. Resolution of anaphoric reference is one of the most important
challenges in natural language processing (NLP). Functionality of most
NLP systems crucially relies on an accurate mechanism for determining
which expressions in the input refer to the same entity in the real world.
The immense complexity of this issue has led the research community
to adopt predominantly knowledge-poor methods, despite the fact that
these are known to be incapable of solving this task reliably. This paper
suggests several ways of extending such methods by further resources
and mechanisms in order to arrive at a more adequate anaphora resolution procedure.

1

Introduction

Anaphora has been one of the most intensively studied issues in the linguistic research over the past decades. It has been studied from many different
perspectives – from the point of view of syntax, semantics, pragmatics, psycholinguistics, computational linguistics, rhetoric, logic, philosophy, etc. Nevertheless, we still seem to be left in the dark about many important aspects of
anaphora.
This situation is well apparent from the recent implementations of anaphora
resolution (henceforth AR) systems. Since the mid-1990s, most of the implementations have been based on knowledge-poor and machine learning (ML)
approaches, relying solely on low-level features such as morphological tags and
shallow syntactic labels.1 This trend is motivated by practical reasons. The individual low-level features can be computed automatically, efficiently and with
sufficient accuracy. In contrast, higher-level information, such as a full syntactic
parse or underlying semantics, unfortunately can’t be obtained reliably enough,
and the consequent errors undermine the AR performance considerably.
Knowledge-poor systems have proven themselves as a sensible trade-off
between accuracy and computational feasibility. On the other hand, higherlevel information is known to play an important role in anaphoric relations
and thus can’t be ignored altogether. This can be illustrated by the following
1

The most influential knowledge-poor systems are systems presented by Lappin and Leass ([7]), Kennedy and

Boguraev ([5]), Baldwin ([1]), and Mitkov et al. ([12]). ML-based systems will be discussed in section 3.
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examples that demonstrate the necessity of semantic information and world
knowledge for proper treatment of anaphora:
(1)

a. After the bartenderi served the patronj , hei got a big tip.
b. After the bartenderi served the patronj , hej left a big tip.

(2)

If the babyi does not thrive on raw milkj , boil it∗i,j .

Although it is obvious that obtaining and combining all types of information relevant to AR is well beyond the scope of today’s science, it is worthwhile
to use at least certain types of higher-level information. This paper proposes
how this can be done for Czech.
Next section suggests how to take advantage of certain more sophisticated
linguistic resources to improve the performance of AR. Further, section 3
suggests several ways of adapting AR methods based on machine learning so
that they grasp the properties of anaphoric relations in a more plausible way.

2

Exploiting Linguistic Resources for AR

This section gives a number of hints how to extend the common knowledgepoor systems by considering various kinds of higher-level information. Of
course, the possibilities depend on what resources are available for the language in question. As this article concerns anaphora resolution with regard
to Czech, it reflects particular resources available for Czech. Nonetheless, the
following ideas can be straightforwardly applied to any language for which
similar resources exist.
To my knowledge, at the moment, there are three AR systems for Czech.
The first one is the modular system proposed by Němčík ([13]), encompassing
selected salience-based algorithms. The other two systems were presented by
Linh ([9]) – one of them is rule-based and the other is based on machine
learning. All of these systems take advantage of solely knowledge-poor features
and can be straightforwardly extended to use further resources.
The desired extension would ideally help to rule out semantically implausible antecedent candidates that would get otherwise incorrectly chosen by the
original system.2 Not necessarily all such antecedents need to be ruled out, on
the other hand, it is important that the enhancing mechanism in question be
sound, i.e. it shouldn’t rule out correct antecedents.
The first potentially useful resource available for Czech is the Czech Wordnet, described by Pala and Smrž ([15]).3 Its English version is often used to determine semantic plausibility when dealing with coreference resolution. However, on its own, it is rather useless for resolving pronominal anaphora.
2

This idea has already been mentioned by Hobbs ([4]).

3

Strube and Ponzetto ([17]) argue that for practical

purposes Wikipedia is a more useful resource, because it doesn’t suffer from problems of hand-crafted
taxonomies and contains information not only about classes but also idividual real-world instances. Moreover, it
is larger and grows faster than Wordnet.
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Another type of resource that could be used within the AR process are
valency lexicons. For Czech, two of them are available, Vallex and Verbalex.4
In my opinion, especially Verbalex is very helpful in this cause because its
valency slots are annotated with semantic constraints. These are marked using
Wordnet synsets, meaning that each slot can be filled only by an concept that
is a hyponym of the synset indicated. This can be straightforwadly used in
combination with Wordnet as a semantic plausibility check for AR illustrated
by the following schema:
(3)

a. Verb1 α1 . . . αi−1 Y αi+1 . . .
...
b. Verb2 β1 . . . βj−1 X βj+1 . . .

Let us assume that X is an anaphor and Y an antecedent candidate preceding
it.5 Should Y be a plausible antecedent for X, it should meet the restrictions
posed on the valency slot of X. In particular, it should be a hyponym of the
synset associated with this valency slot. This mechanism can contribute to the
correct resolution of anaphors in the following examples:6
(4)

a. Obsluhující roboti odnesl prázdnou misku od ovocej
Robot (M ASC .S G .) took the empty bowl of fruits (N EUT.S G .)
“The robot took away the empty fruit bowl”
b. a Alvar si teprve
díky tomu
uvědomil,
and Alvar only then thanks to this realized,
“and only after noticing this Alvar realized”
c. že ho∗i,j
vůbec snědl.
that him/it (M ASC ./N EUT.S G .) actually ate.
“that he actually ate it.”

(5)

a. Dolehl k němui
zvukj
echoed to him (M ASC .S G .) sound (M ASC .S G .)
melodického smíchu
of melodic laughter
“A sound of melodic laughter echoed to him”
na okamžik si myslel,
b. a ∅i,∗j,∗k
and [he (M ASC .S G .)] for a moment thought,
“and for a moment he thought”
c. že je to Mary.
that is it Mary.
“it was Mary.”

4

For more information about Vallex and Verbalex please refer to Lopatková et al. ([10]), and Hlaváčková and

Horák ([3]), respectively.
in the same clause.

6

5

It may well be that Verb1 = Verb2 , that is, that the anaphor and the antecedent are

The examples are for the sake of brevity slightly abridged sentences taken from The

Czech National Corpus ([18]).
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Obviously, this mechanism is not applicable to all anaphor–antecedent
candidate pairs of this kind. The potential hindrances are many – it is not
possible to reliably assign a unique valency frame to every sentence, to
disambiguate every relevant word and match it with the correct Wordnet
synset, and most importantly, neither Wordnet nor Verbalex can cover all
words. However, to obtain a similar effect with higher recall, we can engage
methods for determining semantic relatedness.
Recently, many interesting corpus-based methods have been proposed
that make it possible to measure semantic similarity between words. For
instance, Lin ([8]) has formulated a similarity measure based on mutual
information between words.7 A similar measure is adopted in the Sketch
Engine tool (Kilgarriff et al., [6]) and can be utilized to approximate suitability
of verb–argument combinations. This allows making a more sophisticated
choice among top antecedent candidates. As a result, many resolution errors
can be avoided, especially in cases when there is only a small difference in
salience among top antecedent candidates.
The above-mentioned mechanisms seem to be a very promising first step
in integrating semantics into AR systems. Investigation of their potential in
practice is subject of my future work.

3

Anaphora Resolution and Machine Learning

This section suggests how AR approaches based on ML can be altered to more
closely reflect the properties of anaphoric reference.
Presently, methods based on ML form an integral part of the mainstream
AR research. Nevertheless, ML methods are not directly applicable to the AR
task, because its structure is unsuitable and it needs to be transformed first
to fit the ML concept. To my knowledge, two notable re-formulations of AR
as a classification task have been proposed. They are in turn sketched by the
following schemata:8
(6)

Antecedent1 Antecedent2 Anaphor 1/2

(7)

Antecedent Anaphor Y/N

Connolly et al. ([2]) suggested instances consisting of an anaphor and two
antecedent candidates, the target information left to be learnt being which of
these two candidates is “better” for the anaphor in question. This information
could be then utilized by a step-by-step elimination of the less plausible
candidates to determine the correct antecedent.
The other formulation of the task has been proposed by McCarthy and
Lehnert ([11]) and has been used by most of the state-of-the-art systems as
the standard one. It postulates instances formed by an anaphor–antecedent
candidate pair together with the information whether the candidate is a
7

The mutual information scores have been computed based on dependency triples extracted from a large

parsed corpus.

8

A word represents a set of features (of the entity hinted by its meaning), symbols in bold

represent possible values of the target feature.
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valid antecedent of the anaphor or not. This attribute determines whether the
instance is understood as positive or negative.
Most ML-based AR systems use knowledge-poor features to describe the
individual instances. Unsurprisingly, this poses problems similar to the ones
described in the previous section. In my opinion, an important additional problem is that the features are considered out of context. The individual instances
provide a very detailed description of the relationship between the anaphor
and the antecedent, which is very advantageous for nominal coreference resolution, where the relation between the referred entities plays a more important
role than context. However, this view of the task is very unsuitable for grasping
pronominal anaphora, where different types of information, such as salience or
interplay with other antecedent candidates, play an important role. Moreover,
this seems to be yet a bigger issue for Czech, where, compared to English, information structure is not as tightly connected with the syntactic structure of
the sentence.
One solution to this problem is introducing new features reflecting salience.
In this respect, Ng and Cardie ([14]) have used the result of a syntactic search
AR algorithm as a binary feature, and Preiss ([16]) has engaged the salience
factors proposed in the rule-based system of Kennedy and Boguraev ([5]).
The latter is a very plausible approach, for Czech with a big potential of
benefiting from the rich interaction between syntax and information structure.
Moreover, I would suggest re-computing the salience model iteratively during
the classification phase to account for the information in already resolved links.
Another solution to this problem can be possibly obtained by a different
formulation of AR as a classification task. It can be argued that the AR task has
inherently the following structure:
(8)

Antecedentn . . . Antecedent1 Anaphor 1/.../n

Nevertheless, this concept is not very suitable for ML in this form. The main
problems lie in data sparseness and the correct linearization of the antecedent
candidates – these can be arbitrarily embedded into each other. On the other
hand, this formulation of the AR task contains more information about the
relevant context, and the information corresponding to the target feature is
actually the piece of information we aim to learn – which antecedent to choose
for a given anaphor from a list of candidates. The potential of this AR task reformulation needs to be investigated empirically.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, I have discussed the most notable limitation of most state-of-theart AR systems – the fact that they disregard higher-level cues, even though
these are known to play an important role. I have proposed possible ways
of taking advantage of higher-level information available in the AR process,
namely considering verbal valency constraints and predicate-arguments statistics. I have also suggested several ways of adapting the ML-based AR methods
in order to account for the structure of the AR task more closely.
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Part III

Text Processing Tools

Manatee/Bonito – A Modular Corpus Manager
Pavel Rychlý
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
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Abstract. A corpus is a large collection of texts in electronic form. Corpus
managers are tools or sets of tools for coping with corpora. They can encode, query, and visualise texts. This paper describes widely used corpus
manager Manatee that has many unique features: modular design, dynamic attributes, multi-values, multi-language support, almost unlimited
corpus size and others.
The second part of the paper presents Bonito – the graphical user interface
of the Manatee system. Other extensions of the system are also mentioned.

1

Introduction

Text Corpora play a crucial role in current linguistics. They provide empirical
data for studies on how a language is used. Corpora are stored in computers
but there are not many applications which can handle huge corpora of size in
billions of tokens (word forms) which are being available in last years.
An ideal general-purpose corpus management tool should implement the
following features:
text preparation – conversion from various formats, encodings, etc.;
metadata management – integration of the information about the source of
data, authors, topics, genre, ...
tokenization – language-dependent determination of the elementary unit accessed, usually a word;
corpus annotation – potentially ambiguous, manual and automatic tagging on
morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels;
efficient corpus storage – the storage structures should enable fast retrieval of
all stored data
concordancing – retrieving text snippets matching the user’s query;
computation of statistics – searching for typical patterns in data, frequency
distribution of various features, co-occurrence statistics, etc.

2

Manatee

The presented corpus management system Manatee is able to deal with
extremely large corpora and is able to provide a platform for computing a wide
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range of lexical statistics. It has all the above mentioned features and it is also
language and tag-set/annotation independent.
The system is designed with the modular approach. There are an indexing
library for compression, building and retrieving indexes; a query evaluation module with classes for different query operations, a query parser which transforms
the queries into abstract syntactic trees, a set of command line tools for corpus
building and maintenance, two graphical user interfaces.
The Manatee system is based on the text indexing library FinLib [1] that
provides storage structures and retrieval procedures for corpus data based on
an efficient implementation of inverted indexes, word compression, etc.
The system processes either the output of an external tokenizer or that of the
simple internal one. There are two kinds of annotation that can be provided:
positional attributes adds linguistic information (like PoS tag, basic form) for
each token,
structure annotation that denotes a structure in the text (e.g. a sentence,
paragraph or document boundaries, noun or verb phrases).
There is also a special type of positional attributes – dynamic attributes.
These are not store in the corpus explicitly, a function is declared in the corpus
configuration. The function defines how to compute the value of the dynamic
attribute for each particular token. There are three types of dynamic attribute
usages:
1. transformation of tag values (e.g. displaying a full description of tag codes),
2. selection of partial information from an attribute (e.g. an attribute representing the gender is derived from a complex grammatical tag),
3. linking external information sources (e.g. linking a thesaurus database or
morphological analyzer)
Selected attributes can be marked as ambiguous, it means the attribute can
contain multi-value – a set of values. A user can ask for any of respective values
to find such token.
The system is fully internationalized. Thextual data can be stored in different character encodings including Unicode (UTF-8 [2]) and users can define
local language settings for each corpus or even for each attribute. These settings
are used during query evaluation and for locale sorting conventions.
Manatee implements a powerful query language. It enables searches given
by restrictions on any positional attribute, on any meta information, or on any
of their combinations. A given query can be further refined by means of positive
or negative filters that are applied on the current result. Meta information
can be used to create sub-corpora. The query language is an extension of the
popular CQP [3].

3

Bonito

Bonito is a graphical user interface (GUI) of the Manatee corpus manager. It
enables queries to be formed and given to various corpora. The results are
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clearly displayed and can be changed in various ways. Statistics can also be
computed on them.

Fig. 1. Bonito application window
Bonito use the client/server architecture. Bonito is the client part, it is
a standalone applications which runs on most systems (Unix + X Window,
Windows 95+/NT/2000 ME/Vista, Macintosh and others with the Tcl/Tk
suport). The server part runs on a server (Unix, Windows, ...) where corpus
data are stored. The client communicates to server over the Internet (TCP/IP)
connection, the communication protocol is very lightweight, even a modem
connection is sufficient for proper work. It is also possible to use “local”
connection without Internet, in such case, client and server runs on a PC and
corpus data are stored on a local disk.
The corpus query result is the so-called concordance list that creates all
corpus positions corresponding with the query given. The concordance list is
then displayed in KWIC (Key Word(s) In Context) format. The searched words
are displayed with their contexts one below the other. The concordance list is
sometimes abbreviated as concordance.
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A concordance is one of the central objects of Bonito. Most of the Bonito’s
window area is formed by the concordance list where query results are
displayed. An example of the Bonito window is Figure 1.

Fig. 2. Bonito2 concordance page

4

Bonito2

Bonito2 is a new GUI, it provedes the same (or better) functionality as the older
Bonito. The crucial difference is that is a web application. Users do not need
to install any client application, they use standard web browsers to access the
interface. All regular web browsing techniques like cut&paste and bookmarks
are available for users.
Web pages are generated by a CGI script on the web server. Standard web
server authentication can be used to limit access. The known solutions of access
and load control can be applied to the web server and the standard secured
web protocol (https) can be used too. Finally, it is easy to connect Bonito2 to
other sources and/or applications – the web pages can be read from other
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applications, and links to external sources (a picture, a sound sample, a video)
can be presented. Concordance view is displayed on Figure 2.

5

Sketch Engine

Because of the modular design of the system, it is easy to add more functions
to the system or use the system as part of another application.

Fig. 3. Word Sketch of verb ‘break’
The Sketch Engine [4] use the whole Manatee system and Bonito2 interface and provides word sketches, grammatical relations, and a distributional
thesaurus as additions. A word sketch (see Figure 3) is a one-page, automatic,
corpus-derived summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour.
Each word sketch contains direct links to concordances illustrating the listed
collocation.
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Conclusion

This paper describes main features of the Manatee corpus management system
including graphical user interfaces Bonito and Bonito2. The system is in regular
use in many research groups on universities around the world. There are also
commercial companies (especially publishers) which use the system or its parts
or extensions in day-to-day works.
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Abstract. This paper presents two of the new features of corpus query
system Bonito: 1. Saving the outputs of the system in the XML format
and 2. Localization mechanism used to enable easy translation of the
system into different languages. In both cases, the developing process is
described and examples of the new functionality are given. In the first
sections, we also outline the general system functionality and features.

1

Introduction

At the present time, large text corpora form an important source of liguistic information. They are used for a wide variety of tasks, e.g. language learning and
teaching, testing of automatic text processing tools, discovering of real words
behaviour and many more lingustic research purposes. As the corpus linguistics becomes more and more popular, there is a need of good corpus query
systems (CQS) that enable people to work with large text data comfortably. According to the variety of users needs, there are more and more features and
functions of these CQSs needed.
At Masaryk University in Brno, a corpus manager Manatee/Bonito [1] is
being developed, that is able to perform wide variety of tasks including e.g. fast
searching in big corpora, computing word sketches, thesaurus and many more
statistical characteristics. The system is used by researchers and lexicographers
from all over the world. In order to fulfill different users needs, we continually
extend the system by adding new functions.
In this paper, two of these new functions are discussed. Firstly, we briefly
describe the Manatee/Bonito system in general. In the next sections the new
features – saving outputs in the XML format and localization mechanism of
the system – are introduced. We describe the development process of both new
features and show examples of the new functionality.

2

The Manatee/Bonito System

The Manatee/Bonito corpus query system consists of two parts.
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
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Manatee provides low-level access to corpus data, it integrates fast searching in corpora and evaluation of complex queries implementing a powerful
corpus query language. It also functions as a corpus management server.
Bonito serves as an interface between low-level Manatee functions and the
user. Version 1 is a standard multiplatform application that connects to the
Manatee server and mediates most of its functions in a user-friendly way. The
newer version Bonito 2 (see Figure 1) is completely web-based. Web pages are
generated on the server (using CGI), with a standard web browser serving as
the corpus client.
Bonito 2 is written in Python, object-oriented and very transparent programming language. It enables the system to be well maintained and easily extensible. For generating web pages, a templating engine is used which enables easy
changes in web pages appearance.
The functions desribed bellow were implemented within the scope of the
Bonito 2 system.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Bonito 2 user interface

3

Saving Outputs in XML

In the Bonito 2 system, all possible outputs (concordances, word sketches,
thesaurus) were in the form of HTML pages. This format is very suitable for
viewing the search results but it is not very comfortable e.g. for saving and
further processing of the results.
For this reason, we decided to implement two saving possibilities – plain
text (in form of columns delimited by the tab character) and XML, that is
currently very popular and suitable for further straightforward processing.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the system performs wide variety of
tasks. Most important of them are concordance view, word lists, frequency lists,
word sketches, thesaurus and collocation candidates computation. For each of
these functions, there is an output in form of HTML page, realized by particular
template.
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Fig. 2. Concordance – XML structure example
For saving options, we created a new set of templates that is used for text
and XML output instead of HTML pages. For each output type, we designed
different XML structure. The tags used in the structures are quite simple and
self-explaining but they also provide a good structuralization of the data (see
Figure 2). For each function, we also created a web form that enables users to
modify saving options. An example of “Save Concordance” form can be seen
in the Figure 3.

4

Localization Mechanism

The second function we have implemented is the localization mechanism. The
main motivation for this step was the fact that the program is used worldwide
and for many people the default English version can be non-intuitive and
confusing. In the following, we describe all steps leading to well working
localization mechanism.
4.1 Templating Engine
As a first step, we changed the used templating engine. The old templating engine was very tiny and simple, but it was not very fast and it also provided only
small support for gettext utilities that we planned to use for implementing the
localization mechanism (see below).
For this reason, we switched to the Cheetah Templating Engine [2], a robust
templating engine based on the Python language. It has also quite intuitive
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Fig. 3. Save Concordance form
syntax similar to common Python code. All templates used in the system were
translated into the Cheetah language.
4.2 The Translation
For the localization itself, we used the gettext services integrated in the Python
language1 .
In the template files, all translatable strings were replaced by gettext
statements. By the gettext tools, we can now extract all translatable strings
from the templates and add next localization language only by adding one file
(containing traslated strings) into the system. This is very flexible, so that the
system is now easily extensible.
4.3 Language Selection
Another question was how to select the correct user interface (UI) language for
particuar user.We solved it by defining two possible ways of how to do that.
By default, the UI language is set according to the preferred language in the
user’s web browser (we got it by parsing the “HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE”
parameter sent by the browser). The second possibility for the users is to
associate their user name with a particular UI language. Currently, both ways
are implemented.
1

http://do s.python.org/lib/module-gettext.html
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4.4 Input and Output Encoding

When working with corpora in different languages and system with different
localizations, there is a question: In what encoding should be the results
presented? So far, encoding of the currently selected corpus was used in all
system outputs. However, this is useless when using different localizations, e.g.
Czech localization could not be used at the same time as an English corpus in
ISO Latin 1 encoding.
The only possible solution seems to be using UTF 8 encoding for all outputs.
This step brings particular complications, such as recoding of all outputs from
selected corpus encoding into UTF 8 and all inputs from UTF 8 to the corpus
encoding, but it is the only possibility to assure that the localization will work
correctly.
By the input recoding, we also have to handle unknown characters (e.g.
when recoding “ž” from UTF 8 into ISO Latin 1). We solved this problem by
replacing unknown characters by the fullstop that matches any character in
regular expressions used in the corpus query language.

Fig. 4. The main input form in the Czech localization
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Fig. 5. Persian corpus and Czech localization

4.5 The Czech Localization
A a sample, we created a Czech localization of the system. The user interface
in Czech is illustrated in the Figure 4. In the Figure 5, the corpus of Persian is
shown within the system with Czech localization.

5

Conclusions and Future Directions

In the paper, we have presented two of recently added features in the Manatee/Bonito corpus query system. We described motivations, development process and some problems related to the implementation as well as their solutions.
In the future development, we want to add more features to enable more
comfortable work with the system. Corpora are very valuable source of linguistic information and we want users from all over the world to be able to
exploit their benefits.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for developing morphological and morphemic analysis systems for inflective languages based on a
simple and fast dictionary lookup instead of any kind of analysis of the
input word form. This approach allows the information about the word
forms (lemma, tag, morpheme structure, derived words, derivational relations) to be described according to the traditional grammars’ models
and to have such a description completely independent of any requirement of the analysis process.

1

Introduction

According to Gelbukh and Sidorov [5], the designer of a morphological analyzer for an inflective language has the following choice:
– either generate all word forms and build a system with a large dictionary
and a very simple “analysis" (just searching) algorithm,
– or build a system with a much smaller dictionary of stems with information about possible endings, but with some more sophisticated algorithm
(analysis through generation, in particular).
For the inflective languages they strongly suggest the second option, because
it allows to use a grammar model almost directly taken over from traditional
grammars, which are oriented mainly toward generation. These traditional
models are rather simple, but foremost intuitive for a system developer or
morphological database editors.
The aim of this paper is to show that it is possible to preserve all advantages
of the use of traditional grammars’ models retaining quite simple “analysis" by
word forms dictionary searching algorithm as well. And, moreover, this applies
not only to the morphological analysis, but even to the morphemic analysis, i.e.
formal description of the derivational morphology. The suggested approach is
based on the use of Jan Daciuk’s [2] algorithms and tools for construction of
minimal deterministic acyclic finite state automata (DAFSA) and on his (but
not only his, cf. further) idea of how to use such automata for morphological
analysis.
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 77–85, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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Actually, the basic ideas of all what follows were published by Jan Daciuk
and other authors almost ten years ago. It is hard to believe that there does
not seem to be any real world implementation in the time being, at least
for Slavic languages, for which it could be very interesting due to their high
inflectionality. There are some experimental implementations, of course, but
not any really used Slavic inflectional or even derivative morphology based on
Daciuk’s DAFSAs or on any similar approach.
The following section illustrates the basic idea, why it is advantageous
to represent a morphological dictionary by the minimal DAFSA. It does
not get stuck into technical details concerning the actual construction of the
minimal DAFSA. The algorithms are published, and even ready-to-use tools
are available.1 Instead of it, in Section 3, shows the possible arrangements of
the data for morphological and morphemic analysis and guessing. Section 4
discusses some further advantages of the proposed approach.

2

Basic Idea

The basic idea is very simple, but very powerful. Any finite list of unique
strings can be considered to be a finite (formal) language and as such can be
represented by some DAFSA. If we choose the minimal one, then a partial
path corresponding to any left or right substring shared by some subset of the
modelled strings will occur exactly once in such minimal automaton.2
For example, let us consider the following fraction of some dictionary of the
word form and morphological tag pairs3 :

Kana¤ánek: 1nSgMk1
Kana¤ánka: 2nSgMk1
Kana¤ánkovi: 3nSgMk1
Holan¤ánek: 1nSgMk1
Holan¤ánka: 2nSgMk1
Holan¤ánkovi: 3nSgMk1
One can see that all pairs with the word forms of the same lemma (lexeme)
Kanad’ánek or Holand’ánek share some same left substring, in particular Kanad’án
and Holand’án respectively. Similarly, all pairs with the nominative, genitive and
dative singular of the masculine animate nouns share at least the same right
substring :c1nSgMk1, :c2nSgMk1 and :c3nSgMk1 respectively — but in the case
of the same declension or derivational type they can share a few characters
1

http://www.eti.pg.gda.pl/katedry/kiw/pra owni y/Jan.Da iuk/personal/fsa.html

2

To be precise, this is not true in some of the cases, when in the same string some left substring shared by more

strings overlap some right substring, which is also shared by more strings. But due to the regularity of an
absolute majority of words in a natural language it does not affect the following claims dramatically (cf. some
results for Nonslavic languages at the beginning of the following section).

3

All examples in this paper are in

Czech: Kanad’ánek is a little Canadian boy (diminutive), Holand’ánek is a little Dutch boy. The text after the colon
is a morphological tag: c1, c2 and c3 is the first, the second and the third case (i.e. nominative, genitive and
dative), nS is number – singular, gM is gender – masculine animate, k1 is part of speech – noun.
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more: in the data above they share even d’ánek:c1nSgMk1, d’ánka:c2nSgMk1 and
d’ánkovi:c3nSgMk1. Moreover, all pairs of this example share e.g. the nSgMk1
right substring. Since the inflective languages tend to express all morphological
categories at the end of the word form (and, moreover, often in one single
ending, but it is not important for now), we can take for granted that similar
relations will hold through the whole list of all word form and tag pairs.
The analysis based on an automaton which encodes a list of the word form
and tag pairs is quite straighforward. If an analysed string concatenated with
the separator (the colon in the case above — it serves as the sign of the end of
the string to distinguish for example Kanad’ánka and Kanad’ánkama4 ) is found
in the automaton then each possible remaining path to the final state of the
automaton encodes one of the possible morphological tags. The “searching" of
the string is as simple (and therefore also quick, of course) as possible, because
the automaton is deterministic, so that for each possible string there is at most
one straightforward path without need of any backtracking.
Apparently, the creation of such a minimal DAFSA can be a simple way
to dramatically reduce the size of the list of word form and tag pairs (or any
other similar list) and thus to get rid of the disadvantage of the list’s big size.
Moreover, the creator of the list has a full freedom of choice of the manner in
which he or she creates the list. The method used will have no influence on the
effectiveness or complexity of the proces of analysis, because the management
of the data is completely separated from their usage.
There is only one condition which has to be met to get really compact
representation of the dictionary: strings representing the data must not have
any unique parts. The next section shows how to arrange the data for various
parts of the morphological and morphemic analysis to meet this condition.

3

Data Representation

As was shown above, the list of word form and tag pairs is suitable for the
construction of the DAFSA. But a serious problem arises when we want to
include the information about the lemma:

Kana¤ánek:Kana¤ánek: 1nSgMk1
Kana¤ánka:Kana¤ánek: 2nSgMk1
Holan¤ánek:Holan¤ánek: 1nSgMk1
Holan¤ánka:Holan¤ánek: 2nSgMk1
Obviously, all combinations word+lemma and lemma+tag are unique
among all strings. DAFSA can be constructed, of course, but it would be too
large. The solution used by e.g. Daciuk [2], Kowaltowski [8] or in a slightly different manner by the INTEX project [10] is simple: store only the right substring
of the lemma, in which it differs from the particular word form:
4

colloquial form of the instrumental plural
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Kana¤ánek:: 1nSgMk1
Kana¤ánka:Bek: 2nSgMk1
Holan¤ánek:: 1nSgMk1
Holan¤ánka:Bek: 2nSgMk1
where the B as the second letter of the aplhabet means “to get the lemma
delete two last characters from the word form and then attach the ek". It is
clear now, that the list in this form has the same properties as the list of word
form and tag pairs in previous section and as such can be “compressed" to a
minimal DAFSA. The lookup is similar as was above: after finding the word
form, the remaining paths to the final state describe all proper lemma+tag
combinations. It should be noted that the compression rate could be very high.
Kowaltowski [8] reports 0.25 byte per one word-tag-lemma entry for Brazilian
Portuguese and Daciuk [2] reports less then 0.15 byte per one word-lemma-tag
entry for German and ca. 30 times better compression rate compared to gzip on
that data. Quite preliminary results for Czech data show similar compression
potential.
The following subsections are only variations on this solution.
3.1 Generating All Word Forms from the Lemma
This is quite simple. All we need is to swap word form and lemma in order to
create list of lemma:word form:tag triples. Instead of the full word form there
is, of course, only an ending part in which the word form and lemma differ. The
generation is similar to the above: the lemma is looked up and the remaining
paths describe all possible word forms with proper tags. To generate all word
forms from a word form other then lemma it is the best option to analyse the
input word form to get the lemma and then look up the rest.
3.2 Morphemic Analysis
Let us suppose we have a mechanism, which can handle productive derivational suffixes and derive words according to some rules. Then we derive all
word forms we can (maybe except for some recursive rules as for great-greatgrandmother and so on) and track the history of the derivation. Of course we
track the internal, “deep" forms of morphemes before any phonological rules
or morphophonological or stem internal alternations apply. Then a dictionary
may look as follows:

Kana¤ánek:Ed-an-0k-~
Holan¤ánek:Ed-an-0k-~
Kana¤ánka:Ed-an-0k-a
Holan¤ánka:Ed-an-0k-a
where the E as the fifth letter in the alphabet means “strip last five
characters", as above. The first segment, d, serves for recovering the root
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morpheme (whose last phoneme has been palatalised, so the base form is
Kanad- as English Canad-), the following segments are derivational suffixes and
the last one is the inflectional ending.5
Obviously, such a morphemic “analysis" is as simple as the morphological analysis above. It constrasts with Zeldes’s [12] very recent attempt to morphological/morphemic6 analysis of Polish resulting in the analysis algorithm
which is “computationally more complex, but lexicographically more compact
alternative to text-based morphological analysis techniques currently in use for
Polish"
3.3 Generating All Derived Words
To generate derived words we need a list of stems with possible suffixes7
encoded in the usual way:

Kanad:A¤an
Kana¤an:Bánek
Holand:A¤an
Holan¤an:Bánek
The interpretation (generation) has to be (or can be) recursive, e.g. Kanad- →
Kanad’an → Kanad’ánek.
Another list is needed for determining the word which the analysed word
was derived from:

Kana¤an:Cd
Kana¤ánek:Dan
Holan¤an:Cd
Holan¤ánek:Dan
It allows recursive interpretation as well. It is sufficient to have both these
lists created for the lemmata only, not for all word forms.
3.4 Morphological and Morphemic Guessing
The dictionaries for guessing morphological or morphemic characteristics
of unknown words are a bit different. There are no full word forms in
them, but only the “surface" forms of endings or endings with sequences of
suffixes, possibly followed by the alternated root final consonant(s). This whole
potential right substring of an unknown word is reverted and the analysed
words are matched from their ends. It is of a high importance to use only really
productive endings and suffixes to avoid the overgeneration. The first list is for
the lemma and tag guessing:
5

0 stands for vowel e alternating regularly with zero and ˜ stands for zero ending — of course, all

these signs are chosen completely arbitrarily.

6

Zeldes wants to get a linguistically adequate

split of an analysed word to the stem and ending, he does not perform a full morphemic analysis
7

Yes, there are also prefixes in the language, let us put them aside, as handling them would be technically more

difficult, but it would not bring any new idea.
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kená¤:: 1nSgMk1
akná¤:Bek: 2nSgMk1
the second for the morphemic guessing:

kená¤:Ed-an-0k-~
akná¤:Ed-an-0k-a
The structures of both are the same as in the previous subsections.
This paper has started with a polemic against Gelbukh and Sidorov [5]. The
same two argued a year before [4] that (only) the algorithmic, non-dictionary
approaches to the morphological analysis allow the guessing of the unknown
word forms. It should be clear now, that even “dictionary" approach allows the
same.

4

Advantages of the Proposed Approach

There are certainly no doubts that natural language processing needs to have
a usable and reliable derivational (and really derivational, e.g. not only static
description of derivational relations between lexicon entries) morphology.
Then the main advantage of the proposed approach arises from the fact,
that one has to describe and implement all morphophonological alternations or
at least large part of them to accomplish really good derivational morphology
(and morphemic analysis as well). The “every exception is a new paradigm"like approaches (e.g. for Czech language analyser ajka [9]) or Jan Hajič’s analyser [6]) hardly can be successful, because they are too redundant from the
derivation’s point of view, and therefore too complex regarding the maintainance of the data. Consider, for example, that a need of addition of some
colloquial noun endings appears: having several hundreds noun paradigms, it
will lead either in a creation of some ad hoc and thus possibly erroneous scripts,
or in an manual update of the most frequent paradigms only. Both cases can
cause inconsistencies in the data8 .
On the other hand, a system with a small number of paradigms which computes9 these morphophonological (or even stem or root internal, if someone
wants to distinguish it) alternations in the realtime (i.e. during the analysis
phase) has and has to have too complex code to maintain as well. Or, such a
system is too complex at least compared to the approach proposed in this paper, which is: however complex description of the data you have or want to
have, for the analysis generate all of them in advance and then use only simple
static dictionaries.
Even the well known two-level morphology [7] leads to superfluous complexity and unevincible linguistic inadequateness (comparing to described approach) when used for Slavic languages. Either we have to have a list of stem
alternations (which are rather frequent in these languages). But such a solution
8

This is one of the real present-day deficiencies of the ajka analyser.

algorithm more complex than a simple walk through some FSA or FST.

9

This “computes” means some kind of
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resigns to any adequate description of the regularity of these alternations. Or
we can encode these alternations into the phonological rules which are likely
to be linguistically inadequate. And if someone wants to use some prepared
tools like Xerox’s xfst [1]10 , either has to develop some translation from his or
her data description to the formal language that the particular tool uses, or is
bound to that language.11
Thus, the main advantage is the complete separation of the “analysis"
process and the description of the data. This separation allows not only the free
choice of the model for morphological and morphemic description of the data
(namely of the possible morpheme combinations and the alternations caused
by these combinations), but it also to a great extent simplyfies changes of this
description when needed.
Very simple example: let us suppose some set of words which belong to
a particular paradigm, and another set of words which all have some same
additional form (e.g. due to some diachronnic reasons), so that the analyzer
distinguishes two separate paradigms differing only by this one extra form.
Now let us imagine, that we would like to lower the redundancy of our
paradigm system by employing some inheritance principles. We would want to
have one base paradigm and one derived from this base one by adding the extra
form. To achieve this in traditional models of analysis12 , we would have to not
only modify the tools managing the database of lexemes and paradigms, but
also the analyzer. And the second could be not so simple as the analyzers are in
general optimized for high speed of processing and low size of the data. Using
the approach proposed in this paper, the proper modification of the database
managing tools suffices in such case and the analyzer itself may remain intact.
4.1 Description of Productivity
The described approach is very handy especially for the description of the
regularities in the language, namely the process of the derivation of new or
infrequent words. For instance, most of newly created or taken over Czech
verbs adopt the suffix -ov so that the lemma ends with -ovat, e.g. programovat13 .
But there is a whole bunch of suffixes completely regularly connected with
this type of verbs: -ován, -ovaný, -ování, -ovaně, -ovanost, -ovatelný, -ovatelně, ovatelnost14
Adding a verb from this class to a dictionary of word form, lemma and tag
triples adds in the DAFSA only the stem or some its part and one arc to the
common beginning of all these suffixes. But the language of the DAFSA is by
such an addition enriched with all word forms generated from lemmas, which
means about 150 word forms (many of them are homonymous, however). Of
10

But unfortunately xfst is not freely available.

11

Of course, it is possible to process some part of derivational

morphology in this way, as [11] did for Czech. In her paper only three rules are shown — and all of them are
awkward if one imagine that whole derivational morphology should be done in this “write-only" manner.
12

at least in all really used ones we are aware of

13

to programme

14

Taking the verb to programme, the

glosses can be something like: programmed (pass part), programmed (adj), programming, ?, ?, programmability,
programmable (adj), programmable(?) (adv).
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course, it would be useful to have some mechanism of (some tool for) an simple
adding of a new word to such a class also on the generating side of the analyzer
system, i.e. the suffixes should be really interconnected somehow. However, in
this is the power of this approach: one arc in the automaton is able to enrich the
accepted language with even thousands of words. On the other hand, many
of these c. 150 words will occur in real texts rarely or even never. And many
of them or may be even all of them could be correctly analysed as unknown
words. But why try to guess if we are able to know, and it worths almost
nothing? On the other hand, even if we prefer guessing in some cases, it can
be very simplified using the described approach.
4.2 Some Minor Advantages
– The description of morphophonological alternations needs not to be efficient, because it does not affect the process of analysis at all. It is very important, as it allows to use the description, which is really adequate for the
data. Moreover, it allows the free choice of the programming language for
tools managing the data, e.g. some high level and more comfortable scripting language. It also allows the scripts (or programs) to be optimized for
maintainability, which is important for long-life projects.
– It allows to have either several smaller cooperating tools or several quite
independent parts of a analyzer, thus the whole project would be less
complex, which may prevent some programmers’ mistakes from arising.
– This approach also allows a gradual move from some previous morphological analysis system. It is possible to have some parts of the derivational
(or, of course, also inflective) morphology described in the new system with
proper capture of important productive relations, and to take over the rest
(perhaps non-productive, and therefore more tricky to describe) of the morfology from the previous system in a form of a plain list of word form,
lemma and tag triples etc.

5

Conclusion

As was said at the beginning, the basic ideas of the proposed approach are not
new at all, but their potential seem to be rather underestimated and maybe they
worth to be recalled a bit, what was the aim of this paper.
A new morphological and morphemic analyser for Czech is developed
using this approach, but still in the phase of data preparation (unification of
related paradigms etc.), therefore there are no results available yet.
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Part IV

Lexical Semantics

Classification of Multilingual Mathematical Papers
in DML-CZ
Preliminary Excursion
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Abstract. The growth of digital repositories of scientific documents is
speed-ed up by various digitisation activities. Almost all papers of
mathematical journals are reviewed by either Mathematical Reviews or
ZentralBlatt Math, summing up to more than 2.000.000 entries.
In the paper we discuss possibilities and experiments we did on the data
of Czech Digital Mathematics Library, DML-CZ with the goal of developing novel scalable methods of document classification and retrieval of
multilingual mathematical papers.

1

Motivation – Project of Digital Mathematics Library
You always admire what you really don’t understand.

(Blaise Pascal)

Mathematicians from all over the world dream of World Digital Mathematics Library [1], where (almost) all of reviewed mathematical papers in all languages will be stored, indexed and searchable with the today’s leading edge
information retrieval machinery. A good resources towards this goals–in addition to the publisher’s digital libraries–are twofold:
1. ‘local’ repositories of digitised papers as NUMDAM [2]1 , DML-CZ [3]2 or
born-digital archives CEDRAM [4]3 ), arXiv.org>math4
2. two review services for the mathematical community: both ZentrallBlatt
Math5 and Mathematical Reviews6 have more than 2.000.000 entries (paper
metadata and reviews) from more than 2300 mathematical serials and
journals.
Google Scholar7 is becoming useful in the meantime, but lacks specialised math
search and metadata guessed from parsing crawled papers are of low quality
(compared to the controlled repositories).
Both review services agreed on the supported Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) scheme8 , and currently used MSC 2000 is being revised for use in
2
3
http://www.numdam.org
http://www.dml. z
http://www. edram.org
5
http://arxiv.org/ar hive/math
http://www.zblmath.fiz-karlsruhe.de/MATH/
6
7
8
http://www.ams.org/mr-database
http://s holar.google. om
http://www.ams.org/ms /
1
4
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2010 (MSC2010). Most journals request classification being used already by authors when submitting journals for publication; however, most of retrodigitised
papers published before MSC 1990 are not classified by MSC in the databases.
Within the DML-CZ project we have investigated possibilities to classify
(retrodigitised) mathematical papers by machine learning techniques, to enrich
math searching capabilities and to allow semantically related search. As text
of scanned pages is usually optically recognised, machine learning algorithms
may use not only metadata (and reviews, if any), but also full text. Interesting
question to pose is to find to which extent mathematical formulae are important
for classification, document similarity measures, and search.

2

Data Preprocessing
We run carelessly to the precipice, after we have put something
before us to prevent us seeing it. (Blaise Pascal)

There are many modelling techniques for given classification task in the area
of pattern recognition. To design a classifier, we have to choose measurable
features. These features should be as discriminative as possible with regard to
the pattern of interest. Most of the methods use bag of words representation of
a document. There are methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), that
try to find main document topics based on word co-occurences in documents.
2.1 Primary data
The data available for experiments are metadata and full texts of mathematical
journals covered by DML-CZ project. During the first three years of the project,
we have digitized and collected data in digital library, accessible via web tool
called Metadata editor9 . To date (November 2007), in the digitised part there
are 351 volumes of 9 journals: 1449 issues, 11725 articles on 173779 pages. We
are promised to get another 15000+ full texts of articles of other digitisation
project. In addition, digital born data of currently processed articles by various
journals are being imported into the library, as workflow of paper publishing
process was modified a bit so that all fine-grained metadata including the full
text are exported for the digital library for long-term storage (CEDRAM).
By 2009, we target for a digital library with about 50000 mathematical
articles with full texts, and much more with basic article metadata (abstracts,
reviews).
For first experiments, we have used two types of data:
1. texts from scanned pages of digitized journals (usually before 1990, where
no electronic data are available);
2. texts from ‘digital-born’ papers, written in TEX.
9
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We started our experiments with retrodigitised articles from the Czech Mathematical Journal (CMJ)10 from years 1951 to 1991 (starting 1992 there exist borndigital data). We took only those papers where both primary MSC classification in Zentrallblatt and Mathematical Reviews agree. This was done to ensure
a clean training and evaluation set. In addition, we have used only part of the
text corpus of the journal: only MSC categories with more than 60 papers were
trained in the experiments. We got 925 papers in eight MSC categories:
class 05-xx (Combinatorics): 129 articles
class 06-xx (Order, lattices, ordered algebraic structures): 178 articles
class 08-xx (General algebraic systems): 64 articles
class 20-xx (Group theory and generalizations): 147 articles
class 34-xx (Ordinary differential equations): 146 articles
class 46-xx (Functional analysis): 70 articles
class 53-xx (Differential geometry): 87 articles
class 54-xx (General topology): 104 articles
Second text corpora we used in our experiments was created from papers
of Journal Archivum Mathematicum11 from years 1992–2007, where we had TEX
source files available. For machine learning we use MSC categories for which
we had at least 40 papers – they were categories 34, 53 and 58 (Global analysis,
analysis on manifolds).
2.2 Preprocessing and methods used
It is widely known that design of the learning architecture is very important, as
is preprocessing, learning methods and their parameters [5].
First part of the preprocessing is tokenizing the input documents. We used
alphabetic tokenizer, with lowercase or Krovetz stemmer [6]. No stoplists were
used, no word bi-grams, no lemmatization yet.
The setup of the experiments is such that we run whole bunch of training
attempts in multidimensional learning space of learning methods, features,
term weighting types and classifiers:
feature selectors: χ2 , mutual information
feature amount: 100, 500, 2000, all features
term weighting: bnn, nnn, atc [7] (corresponding to binary, term frequency and
augmentented TF*IDF weighting schemes in SMART notation)
threshold estimators: fixed, s-cut
classifiers: Naive Bayes, Artificial Neural Network (six hidden units, threshold
function tanh), k-Nearest Neighbours and Support Vector Machines
For evaluation purposes, we take note on micro/macro F1, TP10, TP20, 11point-average, accuracy, correlation coefficient, break-even point and their
standard deviations for 10-fold crossvalidation.
10

http:// mj.math. as. z/

11

http://www.emis.de/journals/AM/
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All these results are then compared to see which ‘points’ in the parameter
space perform best. This framework allows easy comparison of the evaluated
parameters with visualization of the whole result space – see for example
multidimensional data visualization on Figure 1. For details see [5].

Fig. 1. Framework for comparing learning methods. This figure shows comparison of the kNN and Naive Bayes classifiers. On the horizontal axis there are
particular combinations of the learning space parameters and on the vertical
axis the microaveraged F1 measure.

3

Preliminary Results
We know the truth, not only by the reason, but also by the heart. (Blaise Pascal)

Apart from classification, we also tried Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [8] to
see which concepts are the most relevant.
3.1 Language is relevant
There were papers in several different languages in the CMJ data. After listing
the top concepts in LSA of CMJ it is clear that the most significant concepts
correspond to language:
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1. 0.3*"the" +0.19*"and" +0.19*"is" +0.18*"that" +0.15*"of" +0.14*"we"
+0.14*"for" +0.11*"ε" +0.11*"let" +0.11*"then"
2. −0.41*"ist" −0.40*"die" −0.28*"und" −0.26*"der" −0.23*"wir" −0.21*"für"
−0.17*"eine" −0.17*"von" −0.14*"mit" −0.13*"dann"
3. −0.31*"de" −0.30*"est" −0.29*"que" −0.27*"la" −0.26*"les" −0.2*"une"
−0.2*"pour" −0.20*"et" −0.18*"dans" −0.18*"nous"
4. −0.36*" hto" −0.29*"dl" −0.23*"pust~" −0.19*"iz" −0.19*"esli"
−0.16*"tak" −0.16*"to" −0.14*"na" −0.14*"togda" −0.131169*"my"
5. −0.33*"semigroup" −0.25*"ideal" −0.19*"group" −0.18*"lattice"
+0.18*"solution" +0.16*"equation" −0.16*"ordered" −0.15*"ideals"
−0.15*"semigroups" −0.13*"prime"
6. 0.46*"graph" +0.40*"vertices" +0.36*"vertex" +0.23*"graphs" +0.2*"edge"
+0.19*"edges" −0.18*"ε" −0.15*"semigroup" −0.13*"ideal"
+0.13*"connected"
7. 0.81*"ε" −0.25*"semigroup" −0.16*"ideal" +0.12*"lattice"
−0.11*"semigroups" +0.10*"i" −0.1*"ideals" +0.09*"ordered" +0.09*"ř"
−0.08*"idempotent"
8. 0.29*"semigroup" −0.22*"space" +0.2*"ε" +0.19*"solution" +0.19*"ideal"
+0.18*"equation" +0.16*"oscillatory" −0.15*"spaces" −0.16*"compact"
+0.14*"ds"
9. 0.28*"lattice" −0.27*"ε" +0.27*"ordered" +0.23*"group" −0.21*"semigroup"
+0.2*"subgroup" −0.19*"ideal" −0.18*"space" +0.16*"groups"
+0.16*"torsion"
10. −0.57*"tolerance" −0.22*"compatible" −0.21*"congruence"
−0.20*"tolerances" +0.19*"ideal" +0.16*"group" +0.14*"subgroup"
+0.13*"prime" −0.13*"algebras" −0.13*"algebra"
First concepts clearly capture the language of the paper (EN, DE, FR, RU),
and only then topical itemsets start to be grabbed. It is not surprising – the
classifiers then have to be trained either for every language (there is sparsity
problem for languages as Czech, Italian or German even French presented in
the digital library), or the document features have to be chosen in a language
independent manner by mapping words to some common topic ontology. To
the best of our knowledge, nothing like EuroWordNet for mathematical subject
classification terms or mathematics exists.
3.2 Math notation may be relevant
We also ran LSA on the monolingual corpora of Archivum Mathematicum,
where mathematics formulae were not thrown away (recall that this is a
subcorpora created from TEX files). Again, taking note of the topmost concepts
and their most significant components, we may observe that there appear a few
terms containing mathematical formulae (here r and mn ):
1. −0.32*"t" −0.24*"ds" −0.17*"u" −0.17*"_" −0.17*"x" −0.15*"solution"
−0.12*"equation" −0.11*"q" −0.11*"x_" −0.11*"oscillatory"
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2. 0.28*"ds" +0.28*"t" −0.22*"bundle" −0.16*"natural" +0.15*"oscillatory"
−0.15*"vector" +0.13*"solution" −0.13*"connection" −0.13*"manifold"
+0.11*"t_0"
3. −0.22*"bundle" +0.19*"ring" −0.17*"natural" −0.16*"oscillatory"
+0.15*"fuzzy" −0.15*"ds" +0.12*"ideal" −0.11*"t" −0.11*"r_0"
−0.11*"nonoscillatory"
4. 0.29*"ring" −0.23*"x_" −0.21*"_" +0.21*"oscillatory" +0.18*"ideal"
+0.17*"r" +0.16*"prime" +0.15*"rings" +0.13*"nonoscillatory" −0.12*"x_n"
5. −0.30*"_" −0.29*"a_" −0.17*"q_" −0.15*"ij" +0.14*"ds" −0.14*"x_"
+0.14*"x_n" −0.14*"u_" +0.14*"fuzzy" +0.13*"measurable"
6. 0.87*"fuzzy" +0.19*"x_" +0.10*"oscillatory" +0.10*"ordered" −0.09*"x_n"
+0.07*"nonoscillatory" +0.07*"objects" +0.07*"oscillation" −0.06*"ring"
−0.06*"periodic"
7. −0.31*"ring" −0.21*"ds" −0.2*"r" −0.17*"rings" −0.17*"ideal" −0.15*"u"
+0.13*"oscillatory" −0.12*"prime" +0.12*"curvature" −0.17*"x_"
8. −0.35*"ds" +0.26*"r_0" +0.2*"dx" −0.19*"t_" −0.16*"x_" +0.15*"x_n"
−0.15*"holonomic" +0.14*"z" −0.13*"_" +0.12*"natural"
9. −0.24*"r_0" +0.23*"curvature" +0.16*"fuzzy" −0.15*"x_"
+0.14*"symmetric" +0.13*"riemannian" +0.13*"mn " +0.13*"connection"
−0.124373*"ordered" −0.124305*"lattice"
10. 0.28*"x_" −0.25*"r_0" −0.24*"ds" −0.18*"fuzzy" +0.15*"oscillatory"
+0.14*"holonomic" −0.13*"curvature" −0.12*"u" −0.11*"mn "
+0.1*"oscillation"
3.3 MSC classification can be learned
Detailed evaluation of classification accuracy shows that with almost all methods we easily reach about 90 % classification accuracy to classify the first two
letters of primary MSC. With fine-tuning the best method (Support Vector Machine with Mutual Information feature selection, atc term weighting and 500–
2000 features) we can increase the accuracy to 95 % or more.

4

Conclusions and Future Work
Words differently arranged have a different meaning,
and meanings differently arranged have different effects.
(Blaise Pascal)

The results presented show feasibility of machine learning approach to the
classification of mathematical papers. Given enough data, when we extrapolate
the results of preliminary experiments with linear machine methods (creating
separable convex spaces in multidimensional feature space) we could approach
very high accuracy 98 % or even more. With ambitions for even higher accuracy,
higher order models (deep networks) should be used. Mainstream machine
learning research was concentrated on using “convex”, shallow methods (SVM,
neural networks with backpropagation training) so far. State-of-the-art fine
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Fig. 2. Side by side comparison of classifier and term weighting performance.
Each coloured line represents performance of a combination of classifier (SVM,
kNN or Naive Bayes) together with a term weighter (atc, bnn or nnn). The
evaluation measure here is microaveraged accuracy, that is, the portion of
correctly classified test examples. We may see that kNN and SVM outperform
Naive Bayes and both work consistently best with the atc term weighting.

tuned methods allow very high accuracy even on large scale classification
problems. However, training of these methods is exceptionally high and the
models are big. Using the ensambles of classifiers make the situation even
worse (size even bigger), and the final models need to be regularized.
Training large models with non-convex optimization [10] may give classifications that does not exhibit overfitting.
Further studies will encompass fine-grained classification trained on bigger
collections, scaling issues, and fine-tuning the best performance by choosing
the best set of preprocessing parameters and machine learning methods.
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The Relations between Semantic Roles and
Semantic Classes in VerbaLex
Dana Hlaváčková
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
ydanaaurora.fi.muni. z
Abstract. In this paper we present the database of verb valency frames
for Czech language named VerbaLex being created presently in NLP
Laboratory at Faculty of Informatics Masaryk University. This work
involves building the valency database of Czech verbs with their surface
and deep valency frames. Moreover we adopt the list of verb semantic
classes from English to Czech. We want to show the way of more precisely
subclassification of semantic classes for Czech verbs.

1

Introduction

VerbaLex – a large lexical database of Czech verb valency frames has been
developed since 2005 at the Natural Language Processing Laboratory at the
Faculty of Informatics Masaryk University (FI MU). VerbaLex is based on three
existing independent resources:
1. BRIEF – dictionary of 50 000 valency frames for 15 000 Czech verbs is source
of lexical data for VerbaLex. BRIEF was created at FI MU in 1997 [1]. The
different verb senses are not distinguished here and valency frames are
surface only, without any semantic information.
2. VALLEX – valency lexicon of Czech verbs is based on the formalism
of the Functional Generative Description (FGD) and has been developed
during the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) project [2]. Vallex and
VerbaLex are similar projects with some important distinctions. The way
of transformation of plain text format (for dictionary editing) to another
formats (xml, pdf, html) used in Vallex has been used and changed for
VerbaLex.
3. Czech WordNet valency frames dictionary, was created during the Balkanet
project [3] and contains 1 359 valency frames (incl. semantic roles) associated with 824 sets of synonyms (synsets).
The organization of lexical data in VerbaLex comes out from the WordNet
structure [4]. The lexical units in WordNet are organized into synsets arranged
in the hierarchy of word meanings (hyper-hyponymic relations). For that reason, the headwords in VerbaLex are formed with lemmata in a synonymic relation (synset subsets) followed by their sense numbers (standard PrincetonWordNet notation). The basic valency frames (BVF) display two types of information – the constituent elements of valency frames cover both syntactic level
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 97–101, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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and lexical semantic level. The default verb position ’VERB’ as the centre of the
sentence is marked on the syntactic level. The pattern of sentence constituents
are situated in left and right positions in accordance with the complementarity
needed by the verb. The constituent elements of frame entries are entered as
pure pronominal terms, e.g. kdo (who), co (what), or prepositional phrase pattern (with the lemma of the preposition) followed by the number of the required
grammatical case of the phrase. This way of notation allows to differentiate an
animate or inanimate subject or object position. The types of verbal complementation (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, infinitive constructions or subordinate
clauses) are precisely distinguished in the verb frame notation. There is marked
up the type of valency relation for each constituent element – obligatory ’obl’
(must be present) or optional ’opt’. BVF is followed by simple example of usage
verb in sentence. For example:
Synset: bavit:1, rozptýlit:2, rozptylovat:2
(PrincetonWordNet: amuse:2 /make (somebody) laugh)
frame: AG <person:1>obl
VERB PAT <person:1>obl
whoNom
whatAccus
opt

ACT <act:2>by doing whatInstr
– example: impf: bavil děti hrou (he amused the children by playing the game)
VerbaLex captures additional information about the verbs which is organized
in complex valency frames (CVF):
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

definition of verb meanings for each synset;
verb ability to create passive form;
number of meaning for homonymous verbs;
semantic classes;
aspect (perfective – pf., imperfective – impf. or both aspects – biasp.);
types of verb use (primary – prim., figurative – fig., idiomatic – idiom.);
types of reflexivity for reflexive verbs.

For example:
SYNSET: BAVIT:1, ROZPTÝLIT:2, ROZPTYLOVAT:2
DEFINITION: poskytovat někomu zábavu/make (somebody) laugh
–
–
–
–

passive: yes
meaning: I
class: amuse-31.1-1
impf: bavit:1 pf: rozptýlit:2 impf: rozptylovat:2
frame: AG <person:1>obl
VERB PAT <person:1>obl
whoNom
whatAccus
opt

ACT <act:2>by doing whatInstr
– example: impf: bavil děti hrou (he amused the children by playing the game)
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– attr: use: prim, reflexivity: obj_ak
Current version of VerbaLex 2.0 contains 7 063 synsets, 23 461 verb senses, 10
596 verb lemmata and 21 100 valency frames. Valency database is available in
txt, xml and html formats [5].

2

Semantic Roles

Semantic information of verb complementation is represented by two-level
semantic roles in BVF. The first level contains the main semantic roles proposed
on the 1stOrder-Entity and 2ndOrderEntity basis from EuroWordNet Top
Ontology [6]. The 1st level semantic roles represent close list of 29 semantic
tags (e.g. AG – agent, OBJ – object, INS – instrument, ACT – activity, INFO
– information, SUBS – substance etc.). On the second level, we use specific
literals (lexical units) from the set of PrincetonWordNet Base Concepts with
relevant sense numbers. We can thus specify groups of words (hyponyms
of these literals) replenishable to valency frames. This concept allows us to
specify valency frames notation with large degree of sense differentiability
(e.g. SUBS(beverage:1), OBJ(furniture:1), INS(edge tool:1) etc.). The list of 2nd level
semantic roles is open, current version contains about 1 000 wordnet lexical
unites.

3

Semantic Classes

We work with verb semantic classes that were originally adopted from the
Levin’s list of English verb classes [7] (48 classes). We also use the list of Martha
Palmer’s VerbNet project with more fine-grained sets of verbs [8] (82 classes,
total of 395 subclasses). These verb classes have been translated and adopted
for Czech language. Czech classes were enriched with Czech synonyms, aspect
counterparts and Czech prefixed verbs. Presently, we work with 82 semantic
verb classes, 258 subclasses and 6 393 Czech verb lemmata in the current
version of our list. In building the semantic classes we prefer semantic criteria
against the syntactic alternations used by Levin. As a result we get verb classes
that are semantically more consistent than Levin’s.

4

Relations

The process of adopting and enriching Czech semantic classes initially started
with Levin/Palmer’s classes but within VerbaLex we try to modify them with
regard to the semantic features of predicate-argument structures of Czech
verbs. Our aim is to create classes based also on the inventory of the semantic
roles denoting verb arguments. This approach allows us to build semantic
classes and subclasses more precisely in many cases.
Our point of view is based on assumption that verbs complemented by the
identical 2nd level semantic roles belong to one semantic class. For example, the
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verbs linked to the semantic role beverage:1 (it occurs in 42 valency frames in
VerbaLex) can create following semantic groups:
beverage consumption – pít/drink, upíjet/sip, bumbat/guggle, ochutnávat/taste. . .
oversized beverage consumption – chlastat/booze, opíjet se/soak, přihnout si/
swig. . .
beverage serving – čepovat/tap, točit/draw, nalévat/pour, napojit/water. . .
beverage preparation – zkvasit/ferment, vařit/brew, ledovat/frost, protřepat/shake. . .
physical result after oversized beverage consumption – zvracet/vomit, dávit/
throw up, blinkat/be sick. . .
In Levin/Palmer’s list of semantic classes this type of verbs belongs mostly
to class 39. Verbs of Ingesting and to wide and more closely undefined class 45.
Verbs of Change of State.
Verbs complemented by 2nd level semantic role furniture:1 (it occurs in 60
valency frames in VerbaLex) can create following semantic groups:
furniture usage – posadit se/sit down, ležet/lie, uložit se/lie down. . .
furniture handling – sklopit/recline, uklidit/tidy away, srovnat/order, umístit/place,
stěhovat/move, otevřít/open. . .
furniture making and maintenance – čalounit/upholster, mořit/ebonize, leštit/polish, sklížit/glue. . .
In Levin/Palmer’s list of semantic classes this type of verbs belongs mostly
to wide classes 9. Verbs of Putting, 45. Verbs of Change of State and 47. Verbs of
Existence.
Verbs complemented by 2nd level semantic role vehicle:1 (it occurs in 153
valency frames in VerbaLex) can create following semantic groups:
modes of movement – zrychlit/accelerate, zpomalit/slow down, brzdit/brake, couvat/back a car, zatočit/turn, předjet/overtake. . .
meet with an accident – nabourat/smash car, narazit/crash. . .
transport of people – jet/go, nastoupit/get in, vystoupit/get out, cestovat/travel,
dojíždět/commute. . .
transport of load – vézt/carry, naložit/load, vyložit/unload, přepravit/transport. . .
visual and acoustic signals – houkat/hoot, troubit/toot, blikat/blink, burácet/roar. . .
In Levin/Palmer’s list of semantic classes this type of verbs belongs mostly
to classes 11. Verbs of Sending and Carrying, 18. Verbs of Contact by Impact,
43. Verbs of Emission and 51. Verbs of Motion.

5

Conclusion

The described type of classification can be used for 2nd level semantic role with
reasonable frequency in VerbaLex (from 30 to 1 000 occurrences). The roles with
general meaning and frequency higher than 1 000 occurrences are not suitable
for this purpose (e.g. object:1 – 2 500 occurrences). In spite of this, 2nd level
semantic roles in VerbaLex present significant support for subclassification of
verb semantic classes.
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Abstract. This paper describes a novel method of identifying keyness
in texts using relational learning. The relational learning is based on
Inductive Logic Programing (ILP) in first-order logic. Using this method
we can extract first-order logic formulas satisfied in a set of positive
examples and not satisfied in a set of negative examples.
We tested this method on a collection of Shakespeare’s plays to identify
keyness (or aboutness) of particular plays. The research was especially related to Hamlet, Prince of Denmark which was already investigated by
Mike Scott [1]. He used his own tool WordSmith, based on wordlists generating. Aim of this paper is to describe another way of automatic identifying keyness and to show that this method can find more comprehensive
keyness representation.
Key words: keyword, keyness, Shakespeare, ILP

1

Introduction

In our life we often use the term ’key’ to identify something important. The term
is so widely used that keyness seems to be generally intuitively obvious. Here,
though, we must think about the term more carefully. We should distinguish
between language, mind, culture and text keyness [2]. For example, the term
’thee’ can be a keyword in recent texts because of its archaic nature but it
can hardly be considering a keyword in Shakespeare’s language. In this paper,
we are interested only in the text keyness, that is, the other aspects must be
excluded. In order to eliminate language, mind or culture influence, we use a
referential corpus composed of texts of the same type as an investigated text. In
our case we use as a referential corpus set of all Shakespeare’s plays.
First, we will describe classical methods of identifying aboutness in texts
(Kintsch’s and van Dijk’s propositional analysis, Hoey’s method) and then
we will aim our effort much more precisely to clarify Scott’s approach and a
method of keyness extraction in first-order logic.
1.1 Keyness and aboutness
In the past, text linguists worked on related issues without using term keyness.
One of the most famous approaches is Kintsch’s and van Dijk’s propositional
Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
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analysis [3]. The method starts by splitting a text into its propositional components. For example, the sentence

Three big green elephants were
yesterday.

rossing the Main Street

may have following propositions:

The elephants are three
The elephants are big
The elephants are green
The elephants were rossing the street
The street is alled Main Street
It happened yesterday
It does not matter how each proposition is expressed. We are not dealing
with words or clauses, we are handling concepts. It would be possible to
replace each proposition with an abstract symbol or paraphrase in another
language. Kintsch and van Dijk then proceed to study which of the propositions
get referred to most in the entire set. That means, the method identifies the
propositions which are most important in the sense that they get linked to
most of all in the text [3]. This approach is called macropropositions. These
macroproposition seem to be, more than the others, what the text is really about.
Another author who has tackled issue of aboutness in texts was Hoey [4].
His method is similar to the Kintsch’s and Dijk’s one. The difference is that it
does not take propositions but whole sentences. Like Kintsh and van Dijk, Hoey
seeks out the elements which are most linked. A link for Hoey is based on the
plain text before him. What he counts as a link is a repetition of some kind. It
need not be only a verbatim repetition but for example grammatical variants
like the same lemma, synonym, hyponym or meronym.

2

Keywords and Scott’s Keyness Analysis

The method of identifying keyness used by Scott is based on keywords.
Keyword is defined like a word form that is frequent in an investigated text.
Repetition here is a simple verbatim repetition, so we don’t consider terms ’car’
and ’cars’ to be the same token.
Simple verbatim repetition alone is not, however, a good indicator of what
is important and what a text is about. It is obvious that the most frequent
terms will be determiners like ’the’ or ’of’, verbal auxiliaries and words usually
occurring in general texts. These terms can hardly be good indicators of
aboutness [5]. What we are looking for are terms like ’Romeo’, ’Juliet’, ’love’,
’death’, ’poison’ etc. in example of Rome and Juliet.
To eliminate unwanted frequent terms, we often use a referential corpus.
The referential corpus should be a set of general texts in the same language
and style as an investigated text. We simply compute frequent terms for both
investigated and referential corpus and exclude terms frequented in both ones.
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To do this, Scott uses his own text processing tool called WordSmith [6].
This tool is based on wordlist computing. Wordlist is a list of text tokens paired
with their frequency in corpus. The most useful way of arranging this list is to
sort it by frequency, so you can easily filter the infrequent items. The threshold
frequency which determines what terms will be considered to be a keyword is
usually established experimentally.
In his work, Scott defines keyness as a set of related keywords. He noticed
that keywords can be globally spread or locally concentrated in the text, so
he was interested in collocational neighbors of each keyword in the text. If
there are other keywords nearby, in terms of keyness, they are qualified to be
a key together. The important issue is, of course, a span. In his experiments,
Scott uses narrow span (1 to 5 tokens) and wide span (11 to 25 tokens). It was
demonstrated that wide span rather tends to identify genre keyness, whereas
the narrow span is more suitable for text keyness investigation.

3

Keyness in Terms of Relational Learning

In contrast to previous method, relational learning express keyness not only by
a set of keywords but it can represent the aboutness or concept by relations
between words, their attributes or positions, and even between document
segments like sentences, paragraphs or phrases. For us, the key is then a
relational pattern which is frequent throughout the document.
Formally, following [7], keyness K is a set of logic formulas in first-order
predicate logic with modal operators that are frequent for the document. We
call such formulas frequent patterns [8]. A frequent pattern is a conjunction of
predicates from a given set of predicates called background knowledge. This
set must contain a keyword predicate keyword/2. keyword(D, KW) predicate
holds if KW is a keyword for the document D.
Background knowledge then consists of relations that are domain
independent (e.g. describing relative position of words like before/3,
after/3, follows/3, pre edes/3, their modal variants (e.g. always_after/3,
always_before/3) or that, describing morphological and syntactical categories.
E.g. hasVerb(Senten e, Subje t, Verb, Obje t) returns for a given sentence a triple (subject, verb, object). Background knowledge can also contain
domain dependant predicates that express semantics of a word. An example is
information about synsets or hypo/hyperonymic relations obtained from domain dependent ontology.
Each frequent pattern is characterized by a level of significance. A level of
significance is given by a number of instances, typically a set of words and their
attributes that are covered by this formula. This level of significance is called
support.
An example of a frequent pattern is below.

word(S, B), after(S, B, C), begCap(S, C),
hasTag(S, C, 'NNP'), after(S, C, D), hasTag(S, D, 'CC')
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It says that ”in the sentence A, there is a word B, somewhere on the right
there is a word C which starts with a capital letter and has tag ’NNP’ and
somewhere right from the word C there is a word D with tag ’CC’“.

4

An Experiment

We tested this method on a collection of Shakespeare’s plays. In our interest
was especially Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. Our main goal was try to find some
additional information about keywords found by Scott.
He defines two kinds of keywords – positive and negative. Positive keywords are the ones that are outstandingly frequent in the text and negative
keywords are outstandingly infrequent comparing to referential corpus.
In Hamlet, he found following positive keywords:

SENSE, VERY, DEATH, LORD, DO, IT, MOST, LET, WOO'T,
PHRASE, THE, T, COULD, E'EN, WHY, OF, A, OR, THIS,
WHERETO, HOW
Negative keywords for all Shakespeare’s plays are listed below:

A, AND, DOTH, FATHER, FOR, FROM,GOOD, HE, HER, HIM,
HIS, I, I'LL, IN, IT, KING, LORD, LOVE, MASTER, ME,
MOST, MY, OF, OUR, SHE, SIR, THE, THEE, THEIR, THERE,
THY, THOU, TIS, WE, WHAT, WHY, YOU, YOUR, DO
You can see that some keywords are unsurprising. For example ’death’
is supposed to be a keyword in play about death. But what is surprising,
among positive keywords there are words like ’do’ or ’it’. These tokens are
even negative keywords in the other plays. There is no idea why these words
should be a positive key in Hamlet and relatively insignificant in the other
Shakespeare’s plays. Scott’s tool does not provide any feature to solve this issue,
so we tried to answer it using our method.
In order to ease our task we only selected four words to be analyzed:

DO, IT, LORD, MOST
From both Hamlet corpus (HC) and all Shakespeare’s plays corpus (AC),
we only selected the sentences containing one of the Scott’s keyword (for each
keyword separately). Each created document was then splitted into sentences.
It implies that we did not take into account any relations that concern two or
more sentences. These sentences were then tagged by Memory-Based Shallow
Parser [9] on morphological and syntactical level. Information about characters
and position in the play for each sentence was added too.
When the data were prepared, we employed relational learning system
RAP [10]. RAP is an ILP system for mining maximal frequent patterns in firstorder logic written in Prolog. It uses generate-test paradigm for finding firstorder clauses which cover at least N examples. The value N is so called minimal
support and supposes to be given by user.
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The most important issue in relational learning is background knowledge
definition, that is, issue of what predicates can a frequent pattern consist of.
Firstly, we tried to use following predicates:

key(S) – in the document, there is a sentence S
hasWord(S, W) – somewhere in the sentence S, there is a word W
before(S, A, B) – in the sentence S, there is a word A before B
isWord(W, T) – the word W has a token T
pers(S, P) – the sentence S is pronounced by P
Even though we set maximal pattern length to 7 there were no longer
patterns than 6 found. It is, however, strongly dependent on minimal support
value. We set it to 10 in order to eliminate uninteresting patterns. All maximal
patterns found for keyword ’DO’ you can see below. A trivial pattern with ’do’
token was omitted.

key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),
key(A),

pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,I)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,and)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,in)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,it)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,me)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,my)
pers(A,hamlet), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,not)
pers(A,polonius), hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,you)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,your)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,what)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,we)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,think)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,they)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,them)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,lord)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,know)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,is)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,his)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,but)
hasWord(A,B), isWord(A,B,as)
hasWord(A,B), hasWord(A,C), before(A,B,C),
isWord(A,B,Do), isWord(A,C,you)
key(A), hasWord(A,B), hasWord(A,C), before(A,B,C),
isWord(A,B,And), isWord(A,C,do)
key(A), hasWord(A,B), hasWord(A,C), before(A,B,C),
isWord(A,B,Do), isWord(A,C,not)

Among frequent patterns you can find some interesting ones. For example
the last one. It says that there are a lot of negations in Hamlet. That can be one
of the reasons of frequent occurring ’do’ in Hamlet. Another noticeable thing
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is that ’do’ is pronounced more often by Hamlet than other persons. But, it
can be caused by preponderance of Hamlet’s utterances. You can also notice
that there are several other keywords among frequent patterns. It is denoted by
co-occurrence these keywords with ’do’. In a similar way you can analyze the
other keywords.

5

Conclusion

We described classical methods of text keyness representation and introduced
a novel way based on relational learning. This method represents keyness as a
set of frequent patterns in first-order logic. Hoping that this method can express
keyness better then previous methods, we tried to analyze keywords in Hamlet
found by Scott. It was shown on an example of ’do’ keyword that relational
learning can find more comprehensive information, however, found patterns
was not still comprehensive enough.
In our future work we want to extend domain knowledge by other predicates and try to find some other useful information. We will also be interested
in so called clouds of patterns. By a special measure we will try to identify near
frequent patterns. This clouds may give us a good indication of pattern significance.
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Abstract. This paper presents MetaTrans, a meta-search engine for online
dictionaries. With this software, users are able to find translations in a
number of online dictionaries simultaneously. The MetaTrans features
a web interface which is easy to use. The modular design of the tool
enables adding support for more online dictionaries with minimal effort.
MetaTrans also utilizes information from text corpora, WordNets and a
morphological analyzer.

1

Introduction

There are many freely available online dictionaries on the web which contain
large vocabularies for many language pairs. While common terms are often
well covered by each of these dictionaries, the coverage of specialized terms
and phrases differs from dictionary to dictionary. An obvious step for a user
who did not find a translation of an unknown term in their dictionary is to look
into another one. This may mean that the term needs to be searched for multiple
times in many different dictionaries until a satisfying translation is found. This
can be a tedious and time-consuming process.
We present a system which acts as a meta-translator for a virtually unlimited
number of online dictionaries. If a user looks for a translation of term X from
language A into language B, the system operates as follows. First, a list of online
dictionaries is determined which support translating from A to B. Then each of
these dictionaries is searched for a translation of X. The results are merged and
returned to the user.
Five online dictionaries are currently supported by the MetaTrans. However, as long as the design of the system is fully modular, it is very easy to add
support for more online dictionaries.
The MetaTrans back-end is freely available on CPAN1 . The MetaTrans
web application can be accessed at http://metatrans.fi.muni. z/ with
some restrictions when used on computers outside Masaryk Universite. These
restrictions are specified later in this paper.
1

http://sear h. pan.org/author/JANPOM/MetaTrans-1.04/bin/metatrans

Petr Sojka, Aleš Horák (Eds.): Proceedings of Recent Advances in Slavonic Natural Language Processing,
RASLAN 2007, pp. 109–115, 2007. c Masaryk University, Brno 2007
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Fig. 1. MetaTrans main window

2

MetaTrans

MetaTrans is written in pure Perl using object oriented programming. For each
online dictionary, a simple object class needs to be created which implements
two methods – create_request and process_response.
The create_request method accepts three parameters – the term to be translated, the source language and the destination language. It returns a HTTP request which the given online dictionary will respond to with the appropriate
list of translations. For example, to translate the word pes from Czech to English
using the slovnik.seznam. z online dictionary, the following HTTP GET request is required: http://slovnik.seznam. z/sear h.py?wd=pes&lg= z_en.
The process_response method also accepts three parameters – the response
from the online dictionary, the source language and the destination language.
The response is returned as an HTML page. The method is responsible for
extracting the translations from the HTML code. This can be done either by
using regular expressions or using an HTML parser. A relevant part of the
response to the request specified above is shown in Fig. 2 The process_response
method is responsible for converting it into the list of pairs which is shown in
Fig. 3
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Additional information is sometimes provided with a translation which
specifies the senses of the terms. For the sake of consistency, this information
should always be enclosed in parentheses. The process_response method
is responsible for the appropriate conversion if necessary. In the previous
example, the translations are already in the correct format. However, if we had
something like pes – lovecký instead of pes (lovecký) we would need to convert it.
Apart from the two above mentioned methods, the object class also has to
contain a constructor which sets the meta-data of the given online dictionary,
such as name and list of supported language pairs.

<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes">pes</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp;
<a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=tyke">tyke</a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes">pes</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp;
<a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=poo h">poo h</a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes%20%28love k%C3%BD%29">pes
(love ký)</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp; <a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=hound">hound</a>
<a href="./sound/A/A22051.WAV" title="P°ehrát zvuk"><img sr ="http://1.im. z/sl/repro.gif"
width="13" height="13" alt="" lass="repro" /></a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes%20%28t%C3%A9%C5%BE%20p%C5%99en.%29">pes
(téº p°en.)</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp; <a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=dog">dog</a>
<a href="./sound/A/A1331.WAV" title="P°ehrát zvuk"><img sr ="http://1.im. z/sl/repro.gif"
width="13" height="13" alt="" lass="repro" /></a> </li>

Fig. 2. Response sample for slovnik.seznam. z

With the object classes for the online dictionaries, it is already straightforward to search for translations. For a given language pair (A, B) and the input
term X, each dictionary is queried for the list of translations of X. In order to
speed up the process a new thread is spawned for each dictionary so that all of
them can be queried at the same time. When all the responses are retrieved, the
results are merged. If the same translation is obtained from multiple sources, it
is only displayed once and it is associated with the list of dictionary icons, in
which it was found. This is useful information for the user. The more sources
of the translation the more likely it is that the translation is correct. If on the
other hand, the translation is only found in a single dictionary, it may be that
the translation is incorrect or inappropriate.

pes
pes
pes
pes

- tyke
- poo h
(love ký) - hound
(téº p°en.) - dog

Fig. 3. The result of processing the response sample
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2.1 Sorting
MetaTrans supports two types of sorting the retrieved translations – alphabetically and by average position in the source dictionaries. The alphabetical
sorting uses the relevance of the left side to the searched term as the primary
criterion. With the left side we refer to the term in the source language. The
relevance is determined using the following three rules:
1. The terms which are identical with the searched term are the most relevant.
2. The terms which contain the searched term as a substring are more relevant
than the ones which do not contain it (doggie is more relevant to dog than
hound is).
3. The more words in the term the lower relevance (big dog is more relevant to
dog than big bad dog is).
The terms within the groups with the same relevance are sorted alphabetically,
primarily by the left side, secondarily by the right side.
The next supported sorting is by average position and this is the default one.
This is based on the assumption that the source dictionaries return the most
usual or the most appropriate translations first (at the top). This is the most
practical ordering for most users. The sorting by average position attempts to
maintain this ordering. For each of the retrieved translations T, and for each
source dictionary D, the position (rank) of the T is found within the translations
returned by D. If the translation is not found in the list, the position behind the
last translation returned by D is used. The positions are then averaged across
the dictionaries used. The translations are sorted by the average position.
2.2 Filtering
Several filtering options are available in MetaTrans. The names of the options
are mostly self-explanatory. We will therefore only demonstrate the effect of the
most important ones on one example. Let us suppose that for a query dog, the
translation of the following terms were found: dog, doggie, dog bite, bad dog, bad
doggie, hound. The results of the filtering are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The effects of filtering options for the input term dog
option
exact match
match expression at start
match expression anywhere

match at word boundaries
no
dog
dog
dog bite
dog bite, doggie
dog, dog bite, bad dog dog, doggie, dog bite, bad dog,
bad doggie
yes
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Fig. 4. Word sketches and WordNet information for shine

2.3 Additional Resources
MetaTrans can display additional information of various kinds for the retrieved
translations. If the user clicks on a term, they are presented with the Word
Sketches for the word, with the information from WordNet and with the
morphological analysis of the word. Each of these resources is, however, only
available for a limited number of languages.
A word sketch [1] is a summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational
behavior. Word sketches can be produced automatically from large annotated
corpora using the Sketch Engine [2]. The collocates in the word sketches table
displayed by the MetaTrans can be clicked on in order to display concordances
from a text corpus (see Fig. 5). The concordances serve as usage examples of the
given word in relation with the collocate.
The word sketches in the MetaTrans are available for Czech, English and
French. The British National Corpus [3] is used for English, the Czech National
Corpus for Czech. A web derived corpus is used for French. Since the last
release of MetaTrans, word sketch tables were developed for a number of
additional languages. These will be utilized in the next MetaTrans version. Due
to license restrictions, the word sketches information is only available if the
MetaTrans is accessed from the Masaryk University network.
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Fig. 5. Contexts for shine in relation with torch from the BNC
WordNet [4] is a well-known lexical database which was originally developed for English. In the EuroWordNet project, WordNets were produced for
several European languages and linked together. MetaTrans provides web access to the English, Czech and French WordNets.
For Czech words, morphological analysis is available which is provided by
the web interface of the morphological analyzer ajka [5].

3

Conclusion

We have presented the multilingual meta-translator MetaTrans, a system for
parallel searching in multiple online dictionaries. It has a convenient web
interface which is easy to use especially for non-technical people. Its parallel
processing of the online resources makes MetaTrans reasonably fast. Modular
design enables using additional online dictionaries with very little effort.
MetaTrans is completely language independent and can be used for translating
between any pair of languages, as long as an online dictionary exists for the
language pair.
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Apart from the data from the online dictionaries, different kinds of language
resources are used, such as word sketches, WordNets and a morphological
analyzer. This makes MetaTrans unique resource for a wide range of users.
Its large vocabulary also makes MetaTrans a valuable dictionary for obtaining
specialized terminology.
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